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Throughout 2019, the 
Swiss will be celebrat-
ing their long history of 
making wine with lots of 
festivals. Marc Atchison
travelled to Switzerland 
and got to taste the coun-
try's best wine and cheese.

Read his report on Page 34
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Shining 
City

Hakodate is Japan's

Southern gateway
to lovely Hokkaido 
is a dynamic place full 
of wondrous surprises

STORY BY MARC ATCHISON

 PHOTOS BY MARC ATCHISON & BIGSTOCK
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HAKODATE, HOKKAIDO, JAPAN 
— The workers at this city’s famous 
fish market are still trying to rub 
the sleep out of their eyes when I 
arrive a few minutes after it opens     

at 5 a.m.
Despite the early morning hour, though, the 

place is a beehive of activity. Men driving tiny 
trucks unload giant boxes filled with freshly 
caught fish. Fishmongers comb through 
them looking for the largest crabs and squid 
to put on display. Some of the crabs are as 
big as a baseball catcher’s mitt.

I watch curiously as one fishmonger wres-
tles with a massive red crab. The old man 
with the craggy face tries to tie the crusta-
cean’s razor-sharp claws together with a rub-
ber band, but the crab is putting up a fight. 
Suddenly, the man blurts out a Japanese 
curse word, kisama (you bastard). The crab 
has nipped his finger.

The exchange provides entertainment for 
the other workers who erupt in laughter 
when the man angrily tosses the crab aside 
and nurses his wounded finger.

A festive mood hangs over the old fish mar-
ket where workers exchange smiles with the 
foreigner snapping their pictures. And that’s 
not unusual in this incredibly beautiful city 
that started welcoming foreign ships in 1854 
when Hakodate became the first Japanese 
port open to Western traders during Japan’s 
Meiji Era.

Foreigners haven’t stop coming since to 
this city, the southern gateway to Hokkaido 
prefecture that fans out from the base of 
iconic Mount Hakodate into a tranquil bay 
filled with lots of ships flying foreign flags.

On the street opposite the market is where 
Hokkaido’s farmers display their famous 
fruits and vegetables. The island prefecture 
is Japan’s biggest food producer and is often 
called the bread basket of Japan.

A farmer wearing white gloves attracts my 
attention as he carefully places one of his 
prized Hokkaido cantaloupes on a bed of 
straw like it was a precious jewel. The incred-
ibly sweet, juicy orb with the orange flesh 
has been lovingly cared for during its culti-
vation; Hokkaido farmers even outfit their 

Hakodate fans out from a dormant volanic 
mountain into a harbour where foreign ships 
first started arriving in 1854. Westerners have 
not stopped coming since. At night, people go 
to the top of Mount Hakodate to see the city 
lights twinkle like diamonds. One of the great 
attractions here is Goryōkaku Castle, above, a 
Western-style fort that can best be seen from Go-
ryōkaku Tower, opposite page. In the spring, the 
1,600 cherry trees turn the fort into a sea of pink. 
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melons with small hats to protect 
them from the sun. All that care 
commands a large price, of course 
— I fork over 3,000 yen (about $35 
Cdn) for one cantaloupe and it’s 
the best investment of my life.

Hakodate, Hokkaido’s third-larg-
est city, is now one of its most 
important because this is where 
the vast agricultural prefecture is 
connected to the mainland by the 
Seikan Tunnel, a 53.85km-long en-
gineering marvel that sits 23.3km 
under the Tsugaru Strait seabed. 
Completed in 2016, the tunnel, 
where Japan’s famed bullet trains 
— Shinkensen — run at speeds of up 
to 400km/h, has opened beautiful 
Hokkaido and its remarkable cities 
and natural wonders to even more 
foreigners.

The first “tourist” welcomed to 
Hakodate was the famed American 
naval hero, Commodore Matthew 
Perry, who was invited here by the 
Japanese to survey the port so for-
eign ships could start arriving. A 
statue of the great man stands tall 
in one of Hakodate’s public parks 
near the base of Mount Hakodate.

There are many other reminders 
of foreign influence here. West-
ern-style homes, public buildings 
and churches dominate the slant-
ed streets in the city’s Motomachi 
(Old Town) area, which offers the 
best views of the harbour and far 
off volcanic mountains that domi-
nate this island prefecture.

Among the most impressive 
buildings in Motomachi are the 
onion-domed Russian Orthodox 
Church, the old British and Russian 
consulates, the massive Koryu-ji 
Buddhist Temple and the doll-
house-like Old Public Hall, where 
town meetings and performances 
were often held.

One of the most popular things 
for tourists to do is to take the 
Mount Hakodate Ropeway (ca-
ble car) to the top of the dormant 
volcano at night to see the city’s 
twinkling lights. What an awesome 
sight!

Hakodate's vibrant fish market 
opens daily at 5 a.m. and ven-
dors pick only the biggest and 
freshest seafood to display. The 
market also sells Hokkaoido's 
famous melons (cantaloupes) 
that sell for as much as $35 Cdn 
and even more when they arrive 
in Tokyo.

10 www.travelife.ca
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However, what foreigners really come to Hakodate 
to see is Goryōkaku Castle, the massive Western-style 
fort shaped like a five-pointed star.

The remarkable fortress was designed by Takeda 
Ayasaburō in 1855 and based on forts created by 
the famed French engineer Vauban. Goryōkaku is re-
vered by the Japanese because this was the scene of 
the last battle of the Boshin War, often referred to as 
country’s civil war, that saw the end of the short-lived 
Republic of Ezo.

The manicured 
grounds of the fort are 
dotted with statues of he-
roes from that tumultu-
ous period in Japanese 
history and the 1,600 
cherry trees that draw 
hundreds of thousands 
of tourists in the spring 
when they blossom and 
cover the grounds like a 
giant pink quilt.

A similarly designed 
fort sits on Citadel Hill in 
Nova Scotia’s Halifax and 
a local guide tells me 
that each year the Cana-
dian city sends Hakodate a giant Christmas tree that 
is decorated and floated in the city’s harbour for all to 
enjoy.

From the tower’s 107m-high observation deck I get 
stunning views of the star-shaped fort, Mount Hako-
date, the city’s skyline and the jagged Yokotsu moun-
tain range off in the distance.

“The observation deck is especially busy during 
the (spring) cherry blossom season and you can wait 
many hours in line before gaining entry to the tower,” 
says Katsuko Kemanai, my guide.

Goryōkaku is also home to the city museum where 

The city's Old Town (Motomachi) features many Western-style buildings like the Public Hall, left, and the Russian Orthodox church.

artefacts from its storied history are preserved and 
displayed.

In the winter, the fort’s moat freezes and during 
ancient times, according to the guide, the ice was 
shaved off and sent to nearby Sapporo to be used in 
the production of that city’s famous beer.

The streets of Hakodate are dominated by colour-
ful restored trams that date back 100 years. They are 
used mainly in the downtown core to carry tourists to 
the city’s many attractions and run only on weekends 

and national holidays 
between mid April to 
October.

Thanks to all the volca-
nic activity in this area, 
Hakodate is home to 
some of Japan’s best hot 
spring (onsen) hotels. 
The Yunokawa area just 
outside Hakodate fea-
tures many spa hotels 
and inns and is especial-
ly busy during the winter 
months.

However, you may 
have to share the hot 
spring baths with the ar-

ea’s local monkey population, who regularly soak in 
the soothing warm baths. The playful monkeys usually 
hang out in the city’s botanical gardens and love pos-
ing for camera-wielding tourists.

Even the monkeys in Hakodate make foreigners feel 
welcome. •
Getting there: Fly to Tokyo with Air Canada and then fly to Hakodate 
with a regional carrier like Japan Airlines or ANA. You can also take 
the bullet train from Tokyo to Hakodate, the southern gateway to 
Hokkaido.

Information: For more information on Hokkaido, Hakodate or Japan, 
go to http://www.ilovejapan.ca

Restored century-old trams transport visitors around the city
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AN

U.S.-based journalist
Michael Solender fondly 
recalls a 2014 visit to Iran

and hopes to return one day

Michael Solender and his wife Harriet stood among ancient Persion ruins on their visit to Iran back in 2014.

Michael, right,  had no problem meeting new friends in Iran.

IN

STORY & PHOTOS BY MICHAEL SOLENDER
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   We were drawn to Iran by the opportunity to experience 
more than 2,500 years of Persian culture. We weren’t quite 
prepared for the positive attention we Americans garnered.' 'FOR MOST AMERICANS, visiting Iran 

doesn’t make it onto their vacation 
radar. Yet, for me and my wife Harriet, 
experiencing the wonders of ancient 
Persia has topped our bucket list for 

quite some time. In 2014, we decided to go. 
And while the travel challenges remain simi-
lar today, Iran remains a wonderous destina-
tion for the most adventurous travellers.

What surprised us most during our 25-day 
journey was how wonderfully welcoming 
the Iranian people were and the universal-
ly warm reception we received everywhere 
we went. American tourists are a rarity in Iran 
and when discovered by locals, we were the 
subject of much curiosity and delight.

We planned for our contrarian journey af-
ter thoughtful research and consultation with 
Iranian friends and feedback from those who 
had just returned. Despite a State Depart-
ment travel advisory cautioning U.S. citizens 
to carefully consider the risks of travel there, 
we decided to go.

We were drawn to Iran by the opportuni-
ty to experience more than 2,500 years of 
ancient Persian tradition, architecture and 
culture. We wanted to visit several UNESCO 
World Heritage sites such as Persepolis and 
Esfahan’s Friday Mosque. Calling us was the 
vast influence the Persian culture and civiliza-
tion has imparted on contemporary Iran, the 
Middle East and beyond. 

We weren’t quite prepared for the positive 
attention we garnered from Iranians anxious 
to meet Americans.  

One morning at a park in Shiraz, Harriet 
was approached by an older gentleman. Her 
blond hair and aqua-coloured tunic gave her 
away as a foreigner.  

“Where is your home?” he asked, painstak-
ingly summoning up all his English language 
skills. When Harriet responded, “America,” 
the man’s faced beamed. He explained his 
son was in Ohio, teaching at a university in 

Michael still has 
fond memories 
of the people he 
met in Iran, the 
fabulous food 
offered wherever 
he visited and the 
amazing relics, like  
the ancient tiles 
that graced the 
walls of historic 
sites, below. Irani-
ans were curious 
and welcoming to 
their new-found 
American 'friend.'

15 www.travelife.ca



Cleveland and his daughter was 
studying at the University of Michi-
gan in Ann Arbor. 

“Welcome here, welcome to 
Iran,” he exalted us in a refrain we 
heard often. 

Often we were the first Ameri-
cans people had ever met. Iranians 
stopped on the streets daily, curi-
ous about our impressions of Iran.

University students mobbed us in 
Esfahan at Imam Khomeini Square 
when they heard us speaking En-
glish. Anxious to try their language 
skills on native speakers, several 
young women giggled nervously 
as they asked us about our country 
and our home city. 

While Charlotte didn’t quite reg-
ister, they acknowledged my ge-
ography lesson that it was halfway 
between Washington, D.C. and At-
lanta. Picture postcards I brought 
were a big hit and always gained 
a “beautiful city” response when I 
showed off Charlotte’s skyline.  

Selfies with the strange Ameri-
cans were frequently requested 
and we eagerly obliged.

During our trip we logged more 
than more than 4,800kms travel-
ling by bus with a small group of 
Americans and a national guide. 
Harriet and I added several days 
on our own in Tehran before join-

ing the group. 
Our itinerary included Iran’s cap-

ital, several remote Caspian Sea 
villages, Masouleh, an ancient hill-
side town that has had continuous 
occupation for more than 1,000 
years, Firuzabad, Yazd, Kerman 
and the cultural capital of Iran, Es-
fahan.  

With 12 million plus inhabitants, 
the capital city of Tehran is the 
centre of contemporary life in Iran. 
Smoggy and resting atop an in-
verted dish that abuts the Alborz 
Mountains, the city is a series of 
somewhat unconnected districts 
and neighbourhoods, lacking an 
urban core, distinctive character or 

a defining personality. 
Traffic is ferocious at all hours of 

the day and crossing the street 
was the biggest danger we faced 
in Iran. 

What Tehran lacks in charm, how-
ever, is more than made up for in 
cultural touchstones and historic 
significance. 

Gulestan Palace and the Sa’ad 
Abad complex dazzled us with in-
tricate tile mosaics, colourful vast 
throne rooms and imposing re-
ceiving halls.  Tehran’s magnificent 
bazaar is a maze of exotic chatter, 
fine Persian carpets, cardamom 
and cinnamon perfumed air and 
some of the finest people watch-

The sprawling Persepolis complex near Shiraz in Fars province is just one of the many 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites that can be found in Iran.
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ing anywhere. Our city tour included 
visits to the former Shah’s palace, the 
National Museum, the iconic Azadi 
Freedom Tower, Laleh Park, Tehran’s 
Jameh Mosque and the world famous 
Iranian Crown Jewels.

Beyond Tehran, Persepolis awed us 
with remarkably preserved archeo-
logical sights and mountainside re-
liefs revealing the stories of Darius, 
Xerxes and Zoroastrian rulers of cen-
turies ago.  

Yazd, unfamiliar to me before our 
visit, became a favourite as I was 
enthralled by the stunning Dowlat 
Abad, a classic walled Persian Garden 
rimmed with pomegranate and per-
simmon trees, and the hilltop Towers 
of Silence, ancient traditional Zoroas-
trian sanctuaries for the dead.

The tiny village of Masouleh near 
the Caspian region introduced us 
to a variety of textile handicrafts and 
treats such as kalouche, a pastry-like 
cookie with a spicy/sugary filling of 
walnuts and butter. 

Esfahan overwhelmed us with its 
beauty and charm. The magnificent 
Imam Khomeini Square, one of the 
largest in the world, is a place where 
we marvelled at the famed Ali-Qa-
pu Palace and the towering Sheikh 
Lotfollah Mosque. Dozens of horse-
drawn carriages roamed the square 
with bells announcing their presence. 
We travelled across bridges built cen-
turies ago and easily imagined what 
life must have been like in ancient 
times.

Dining in Iran is a carnivore’s par-
adise. Just don’t look for pork — all 
things pig are forbidden under Is-
lamic law. Kebobs (chicken, lamb and 
beef) are popular and almost always 
served with saffron rice. Stews are 
delicious with lamb shank a popular 
choice for braising. Grilled tomatoes 
and sour, pickled onions and garlic 
accompany many dishes as does a ubiquitous yo-
gurt and shallot sauce, that most use for dipping, with 
freshly baked flatbread.

Ice cream is a real treat in Iran with the most popu-
lar kind flavoured with saffron, rosewater, honey and 
pistachios.  

Touring in Iran is not without challenges. The infra-

structure was just beginning to de-
velop when we visited, and in many 
areas it is practically non-existent. 
Gleaming hotel lobbies belie shab-
by guest rooms with small, well-worn 
beds. Plumbing is often problematic. 
Service is frequently indifferent and 
internet connections are hit or miss. 
Outside the hotel, toilets are of the 
squat variety, without paper and of-
ten unclean. 

Women need be aware that Islamic 
law decrees that headscarves (hijabs)
must be worn at all times in public. 
Long sleeves and ankle covering 
pants or dresses are also a must; 
no skin beyond the face and hands 
must show. Many of the holy sites we 
visited had separate entrances for 
men and women and in addition to 
headscarves, women were required 
to wear chadors, long over-garments 
covering their entire body. 

Certainly inconvenient and different 
from Western culture, these require-
ments are necessary as part of the 
price paid for a once-in-a-lifetime ex-
perience.

With all the wonderful and historic 
sites we visited, it was the people that 
left the greatest impact upon us. One 
exchange with our bus driver, Ah-
mad, was emblematic of the genuine 
affection shown to us throughout our 
trip. 

Ahmad is as skilled as they come, 
daily navigating treacherous, wind-
ing mountain roads while spending 
his nights sleeping in a cramped spe-
cial compartment on the bus. Yet he 
was always smiling, helpful and very 
prideful at the opportunity to share 
his homeland with us. 

The group insisted he come to our 
farewell dinner where we gave him a 
standing ovation and special recog-
nition. 

Tearing up, Ahmad said simply he 
loved Americans and thanked us for visiting. As we 
left, he asked us to be ambassadors for Iran upon our 
return home.

Mark Twain perhaps captured the sentiment best 
when he said, “Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry and 
narrow mindedness.” 

I couldn’t agree more. •

Visiting the Azadi Tower, top pho-
to, or listening to a local street 
musician, or walking through the 
ancient ruins outside Shiraz, or 
watching a local wrestling match, 
above, was all part of Michael's 
Iranian adventure.
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Borough's 
Back in Business

London's treasured landmark
recovers from its darkest hour

Borough's 

LONDON —  A car stops in front of Bor-
ough Market the night of June 3, 2017. 
Three men wielding knives jump out. 
Panic ensues as they randomly begin 
stabbing people. The crowd scatters. 

The victims scream. Some die. Others are left 
lying in the market barely clinging to life.

“Life will never be the same after that night,” a 
Borough Market shopkeeper, who witnessed 
the 2017 terrorist attack, tells me a year to the 
day after that fatal night when eight people 
were killed and 48 others injured. The three 
Islamist attackers were gunned down by po-
lice.

The market had actually closed for the eve-
ning when the attack occurred around 10 

Borough Market is 
as much a tourist 
attraction as Big 
Ben and Bucking-
ham Palace in Lon-
don. The treasured 
East End land-
mark, which sits in 
the shadow of the 
Shard, top photo, 
was the scene of 
a horrific terrorist 
attack in 2017 
but has recovered 
and is once again 
a favourite stop 
for tourists. The 
folks at Neal's Yard 
Dairy are once 
again serving 
up their famous 
cheeses to visitors, 
left.

STORY & PHOTOS BY MARC ATCHISON
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p.m., but the restaurants and bars surrounding the 
London icon were filled with patrons, many of them 
tourists.

“For months after the attack, people stayed away 
(from the market), but they’ve come back now,” the 
shopkeeper tells me.

London’s oldest food market, which sits under an 
active rail bridge, is now one of the city’s biggest 
tourist attractions. In fact, it was made famous by ce-
lebrity chefs like Jamie Oliver and Gordon Ramsey 
who fought to save Borough  from the wrecker’s ball 
during the East End’s reconstruction for the London 
Olympics.

While there are no visible scars left from that night,  
many horrible memories remain.

“Whenever there’s a loud noise, I still see panic rush 

across faces,” says a man selling fresh fruit.
It’s actually hard to find a Londoner in Borough Mar-

ket —  most are foreigners who come to mingle and 
meet the Cockney characters who work there. The 
East Enders attract customers to their stalls with some 
entertaining sales pitches.

There’s plenty of restaurants and pubs surrounding 
the market and Neal’s Yard Dairy remains its most fa-
mous occupant —  you can buy giant English cheese 
wheels there and many are autographed by the chee-
semaker.

The people of Borough Market refuse to be de-
terred by the events of June 3, 2017 —  “Remember, 
‘Carry on,’ is the Englishman’s motto,” the shopkeeper 
reminds me.

Let’s hope Borough Market carries on forever. •

People come from 
around the world 
to sample the fresh 
fruits, seafood, ap-
ple cider, souvenirs 
and ethinc dishes 
that are served up at 
Borough Market.
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Cruising  Portugal's

   River   Goldof
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Fabled Douro River is a 
lifeline for country's wine
industry and cruise ships

PORTO, PORTUGAL — The Douro River was once 
a wild and untamed channel pulsing its way 
through northern Portugal’s verdant hillsides and 
valleys from the Spanish border west through 
narrow passages to its mouth on the Atlantic 

Ocean. 
Too shallow for normal ship traffic and often turbulent 

during the rainy season, its use was limited to the Portu-
guese rabelo boats, flat-bottomed cargo boats that trans-
ported barrels of wine from vineyards in the north to the 
wine cellars in Nova de Gaia on the opposite side of the 
river in Porto. These days, the traditional rabelo boats are 
used as sightseeing crafts that cruise the Douro around 
Porto. They have been joined by river cruise lines such as 
Viking River Cruises, which offered the opportunity to ex-
plore this region on the Viking Hemming, a modest-sized 
ship designed to navigate this intriguing waterway.

Cruising on this fabled river became possible after a se-
ries of dams were built from the 1960s to 1980s to con-
trol flooding and harness hydroelectric power. Naviga-
ble for roughly 220kms, the river is a window to the Alto 
Douro wine region, an area of incredibly lush vineyards 
and quintas — gleaming white wine estates where many 
grapes are still picked by hand and trodden underfoot. 
Ship excursions introduce passengers to historic villages 
and towns as well as a few of the wine estates where they 
learn about wine making and the properties of grapes 
that determine its taste and texture.

Portugal’s most famous and popular export is its re-
nowned port wine and the Douro Valley is the only place 
in the world that produces the grapes that are blended 
into the authentic port. The unique quality of the port is 
due in large part to a combination of rocky, acidic soil, 
a warm, sunny climate and the sweetness of the grapes. 
The port is matured in oak casks in special port lodges 
before being bottled and sold.

Roughly 50 per cent of the wines produced along the 
Douro, also called the River of Gold because the setting 
sun’s reflection in the water gives it a golden glow, are 
table wines, while the other half becomes port. The val-
ley’s wine-growing region is the oldest demarcated in the 
world, established around 1756. The wine and the breath-
taking scenery in the Douro Valley are just two character-

There's plenty to see as you sail along 
the Douro, like vineyards that sweep 
down to the river, Porto, majestic cliffs 
and stops at legendary wineries.

STORY & PHOTOS BY TOM WUCKOVICH
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istics that contribute to 
the region’s allure. 

Encounters along the 
river’s course from Porto 
to Salamanca in Spain in-
clude the towns of Régua, 
Barca d’ Alva, Pinhao and 
Lamego. Prior to board-
ing the Viking Hemming 
in Porto, guests can opt 
for a two-day, pre-cruise 
in the capital of Lisbon, 
a fascinating, culturally 
diverse city with a sto-
ried, glorious past. Lis-
bon is known as the City 
of Seven Hills, and from 
St. George’s Castle atop 
one of the hills, you have 
a commanding view of 
terra cotta-tiled rooftops, 

during the Age of Dis-
covery, stands the Belém 
Tower with its fairytale 
turrets and the imposing 
Monument to the Discov-
eries. This landmark, cast 
in 1960, commemorates 
the 500th anniversary of 
the death of Prince Henry 
the Navigator, the central 
character in the Discov-
eries initiative. From the 
beach in Belém, Vasco da 
Gama set sail to discover 
the sea route to India. 

Also situated nearby is 
Jerónimo’s Monastery, a 
16th-century Manueline 
architectural masterpiece 
that is related to the Dis-
coveries period and is 

ancient monuments, stat-
ues and the fabled Old 
Quarter of Alfama, where 
nostalgic fado music is 
played nightly. Lisbon’s 
narrow and hilly labyrin-
thine streets, brimming 
with inviting cafés and 
craft shops, lure visitors 

in droves. The old-world 
buildings are dotted with 
the decorative azulejo 
tiles that appear through-
out Portugal’s architec-
ture. 

Down by the Tagus Riv-
er, from where many Por-
tuguese explorers set sail 

The Viking Hemming is able to nevigate the shallow river.
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designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
After a day and a half in Lisbon, a Viking mo-

tor coach transports passengers to the city of 
Porto, Portugal’s second-largest city and one of 
the oldest in Europe. This riverside enclave is a 
maze of steep, narrow streets, picturesque pla-
zas and pastel-coloured houses. It also is home 
to the Majestic Café where J.K. Rowling report-
edly enjoyed coffee and dreamed up the Harry 
Potter stories. 

Porto lends its name to the port wine, and is 
its claim to fame. There are many wineries and 
wine cellars in and around the city and some 
of the estates and cellars are visitor attractions. 
Quinta da Aveleda, an estate located in the roll-
ing hills outside of Porto in the charming town 
of Penafiel, has been in the Guedes family for 
centuries and here ship passengers can learn 
the family’s approach to winemaking and how 
the climate and altitude help produce the per-
fect grapes. 

When the ship departs Porto for Régua, it 
passes under the famed Luis I iron bridge con-
structed by a student of Gustave Eiffel of Eif-
fel Tower fame. Porto has five bridges but the 
Luis I gets the most attention because Porto’s 
younger generation decided that this was a 
great place to jump from into the river, much to 
the delight of cruise passengers and onlookers 
along the riverbank in the trendy Ribeira neigh-
bourhood. Régua is the site of the extraordi-
nary Mateus Palace, the building depicted on 
the Mateus Rosé wine labels, and home to the 
last count of Vila Real, who still collects a royalty 
for the image on every label.

The last Portuguese village along the Douro, 
just a few kilometres from the Spanish border, 
is Barca d’ Alva, a town surrounded by dramat-
ic mountains with sheer rock formations, olive 
groves and terraced vineyards on all sides. Two 
of the river’s five locks are located at the Valeira 
and Pocinho dams. The main attraction here is 
the Castelo Rodrigo, which has been listed as a 
national monument since 1922.

Salamanca, Spain is the final destination of 
the cruise. The river is not passable beyond the 
border and so the ship returns to Porto with 
only brief stops in Pinhao for a visit to a tradi-
tional bakery and to Lamego, a site where the 
devout venture to the chapel Nossa Senhora 
dos Remedios, or the Sanctuary of Our Lady of 
Remedies, during religious pilgrimages. 

For the remainder of the sail back to Porto, 
one is left to ponder the incredible sights and 
the majesty of the River of Gold. •



Cold land,
Warm hearts

NUNAVUT

NUNAVUT — Toong-a-su-git (wel-
come). Ha-lu (hello). Those Inuk-
titut words were said with mean-
ing and always with a smile by 
the people who embraced us in 

the various communities we visited in Nun-
avut, which quietly sits on top of the world in 
the Canada’s Arctic.

Friendly smiles and shy laughter were 
soon followed by endless questions by the 
village children, who were there to greet us 
at the shoreline and then escorted us to the 
village's main hall for festivals and celebra-
tions.

Life in Canada’s North is not an easy one. 

Rosie Katsak looks regal 
wearing a traditional 
amauti, a parka worn by 
Inuit women. Her garmet is 
made from a combination 
of harp and ringed seal. 
It's designed to carry kids 
up to the age of 2.

STORY & PHOTOS BY CRAIG MINIELLY

Cold land,
Warm hearts
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Hikers walk along a ridge at Tay Bay on Bylot 
Island, top photo, while in centre photo, 
Ragilee Ootova lights the sacred qulliq 
during a welcome ceremony at Pond Inlet. 
Above, a sled dog lounges on an Arctic Cat, 
while, left, the Ocean Endeavour ventures 
into Burnett & Stratton Inlet.

It has evolved over centuries of 
adaptation, not only with the land, 
but in harmony with the land and 
its creatures. It is a lifestyle to be 
admired.

Continuously inhabited with In-
digenous populations for approxi-
mately 4,000 years, Nunavut is one 
of the most sparsely populated 
areas in the world with approxi-
mately 36,000 souls, mostly Inuit, 
who are in scattered in pockets 
of a vast, untamed area. If it were 
a country, Nunavut , which is ap-
proximately 1,750,000km2 in size, 
would be ranked the 15th largest 
in the world.

With an average temperature 
of around -10C, Nunavut stretch-
es up to the top of Ellesmere Is-
land, enveloping a major portion 
of Northern Canada and most of 
the Canadian Arctic Archipela-
go. The landscape and tundra are 
derived from eons of exposure to 
the freeze and thaw whims of the 
elements, with beautifully sculpt-
ed lands, plains, mountains, glacial 
moraines, valleys and sedimentary 
runoffs, all sweeping down onto 
the ice-bound shorelines.

I was visiting Nunavut as part of 
an expedition with Adventure Can-
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ada on the ship Ocean Endeavour. 
Our intentions to head boldly into 
the Northwest Passage proved to 
be an elusive goal, with the ever 
shifting sea ice and weather condi-
tions blocking our way.

So, our initial itinerary changed 
from day-to-day, and in some cas-
es hour-to-hour — it was a continu-
ous journey of fresh discovery for 
the passengers and crew. In the 
end, the journey exceeded all ex-
pectations.

The perpetual presence of float-
ing ice did have the benefit of 
calming the seas, however. That al-
lowed us to see polar bears, seals 
and walruses floating on the ice 
and beluga and humpback whales 
gliding through the calm waters.

Zodiac tours and beach landings 
were a daily occurrence on the ice 
flows and icebergs that dominate 
the horizon here. They would lead 
to ongoing wildlife encounters 
— lots of polar bear activity and 
a never ending kaleidoscope of 
beautiful ice formations with their 
colourful reflections framed in the 
calm inlet waters.

Ever vigilant of polar bears, ad-
vance teams would set out from 
the ship to scout the shoreline and 
our desired landing site so as to 
ensure a comfortable perimeter 
zone was established between the 
ship’s explorers and the magnifi-
cent bears. If a bear was sighted, 
we would move elsewhere.

Once ashore, safety perimeters 
would be established with expe-
rienced armed guides and then 
expanded seemingly as far as the 
eye could see. Only then could we 
safely enjoy the full spectacle of 
the Arctic surroundings,  including 
a polar bear far off on a distant hill-
side.

Scattered amongst the frozen 
landscape would be pocket vil-
lages, long established for their 
proximity to the best hunting and 
sea life. In some cases, as part of 
government programs meant to 
assert northern dominance by oc-

A ice pack, top photo, is reflected in Croker Bay in Lancaster Sound, while centre, 
rocks are turned orange from nitrogen and stand out amidst the beauty of Tay Bay on 
Bylot Island. Above, John Houston keeps a close eye out for polar bears as members 
of the cruise enjoy a shore outing on Devon Island.
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A female polar bear 
pauses over a seal 
hole in an ice flow 
in Sirmilik Nation-
al Park while also 
keeping an eye on 
her two cubs who 
were playing in the 
snow nearby.

cupation, the villages would be moved but the relo-
cation did not always serve the best interests of the 
residents.

Our immersion into Inuit culture started with the of-
ficial lighting of the qulliq, pathe traditional greeting 
ceremony. 

After opening speeches, we were also able to ex-
perience traditional activities — song, drum dancing, 
throat singing and an impressive display of athletic 
agility and strength. 

Stories from the village elders about their sacred 
land, sometimes told in song or instrumentation, was 
another highlight of the gathering. We all came away 
cherishing the genuine sense of warmth shown to us 
and the importance of family that was shared with us.

We could not have been happier with our Adven-
ture Canada cruise. 

Their guests do more than seeing exciting places 
from afar. Passengers interact directly with the com-

munities they visit, learn hands-on about Indigenous 
cultures and past lifestyles.

Cruises such as ours further advance Adventure 
Canada’s supportive objectives to both high-profile 
and grassroots ventures — they established their Dis-
covery Fund in 1996, allowing passengers to take an 
active role in assisting local and national organizations 
in social and economic community development, in 
addition to environmental and wildlife preservation. 

At the end of each day, with the weather closing in,  
we would be escorted back to our Zodiacs by villag-
ers who would send us on our way with a hearty tav-
vauvutit (goodbye).

John Houston, an Inuit culturalist with Adventure 
Canada, beautifully describes how the Inuit address 
farewells: “Tavvauvusit is the plural use of goodbye, 
and literally means ‘there you all are.’ It is said with a 
bow to the brevity of life.” Words of a beautiful land 
and its kind-hearted people.  •

Jones Sound is cast in a beautiful light as night approaches. The sweeping landscape is a thing of beauty.
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Happy
Vallée

Switzerland's

Famed Alpine
wine region
celebrates the 
grape in 2019
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Lots of wine and cheese parties planned

Corbyre farm cows are very contented.

Swiss cheesemaker Stephane Robillard.

Raclette, the famed Alpine cheese pairs beautifully with the country's world class wine.

CRANS MONTANA, SWITZERLAND 
— I’m thrilled when my Swiss friend 
Pierre Henri tells me we’re going to 
have a wine and cheese party. But 
first, he tells me, “we must make the 

cheese and then bottle the wine.”
Pierre Henri delivers the news in the early 

morning light while we’re trudging across an 
Alpine pasture that’s mined with giant cow pats 
(dung).

“Watch your step,” the wise-cracking Swiss 
guide tells me as we near the Corbyre farm — it 
produces a high quality version of a traditional 
cheese called raclette, which this Vallée region 
of Switzerland is so famous.

If you’ve never had raclette, then you’ve never 
had good Swiss cheese, the people in this chic 
Alpine town will tell you.

The semi-hard cow’s milk cheese is fashioned 
into a wheel — weighing about 5kg each — then 
heated on a special apparatus and scrapped 
off onto either potatoes or bread. It’s absolute-
ly delicious and especially popular with the ski-
ers who invade Crans Montana each winter to 
enjoy the fabulous runs that nature has carved 
into the surrounding Alpine mountains.

Our arrival at the Corbyre cheese farm is her-
alded by a symphony of bells — the herd, about 
150 black cows, are decked out in traditional 
collars called treicheln or glocken, which have a 
giant bell attached. They’re used to keep track 
of the herd when they roam the far-off moun-
tain pastures. Some of the collars bare the fam- Swiss vines hang heavy with fruit.

STORY & PHOTOS BY MARC ATCHISON
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ily crests of their owners — 27 different farmers house 
their cows at Corbyre.

Pierre Henri calls out “Stephane” and a few seconds 
later a tall, muscular man appears at the entrance to 
the barn wearing white rubber boots and a white rub-
ber apron. The two men embrace and Pierre Henri in-
troduces me to Stephane Robillard, the cheesemaker 
whose roots in the business go back generations.

Stephane and his farmhands have been up since 4 
a.m. gathering the 350 litres of milk needed to pro-
duce eight raclette wheels. 

Their job done, the cows are released from the barn 
and head off into the lush mountain pastures — the sur-
rounding hills come alive with the sound of their bells.

Now it’s time for Stephane to make the cheese.
He pours the milk into a giant copper pot and heats 

it until it reaches 39C, the proper temperature to make 
the raclette.

“It takes about four hours from the time we milk the 
cows until the cheese is prepared,” says Stephane, who 
adds: “There’s actually 15 stages to the process.”

The herd is made up of black Héren cows, a hearty 
variety that produces a high quality of milk. Héren are 

also known as “fighting cows” and a competition is 
held each year in Vallée to find the “queen” cow.

“If your cow is crowned queen, then her veau (calves) 
will bring top dollar at auction,” says Stephane, who 
has produced two queens.

After the raclette is made, Stephane places the 
cheese discs in a hut at the back of his farm where it 
matures for three months.

“This cheese hut dates back to 1755,” Pierre Henri 
tells me. “Every day, Stephane comes here to turn the 
cheese as part of the aging  process.”

Each raclette disc sells for about 100 Swiss francs 
($150 Cdn) and Stephane produces about 600 a year.

“In the winter, Stephane is a ski instructor — one of our 
best,” says Pierre Henri.

Stephane presents us with a raclette wheel and we 
head off in the direction of the Rhône River where 
much of Switzerland’s wine is produced.

Our route to the vineyards cuts through posh Crans 
Montana, where celebrities like the late movie star 
Roger Moore (James Bond) and golf notables Sergio 
Garcia and Adam Scott own homes. The 125-year-old 
town plays host to the annual Omega Masters golf tour-

The wine towns in Switzerland's remarkably beautiful Vallée region produce a quality wine that's in big demand in London and Paris.
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best restaurants of Europe and Angélique Délèze, an 
oenology student at a local university who works at 
Cave La Romaine on weekends to “get some hands-
on training,” shows me around the modern facility.

The young student is passionate about wine and of-
fers me samples of Cave La Romaine’s better vintag-
es in a reception area that features glass windows cut 
into the floor so you can see the wine cellar and its 
oak barrels.

“Wine tours are becoming very popular in this re-
gion — we get a lot of tour groups and cyclists stop-
ping for tastings,” says Angélique, who tells me wine 
and cheese parties at Cave La Romaine are in big de-
mand.

Finally, we have Stephane’s raclette and Cave La Ro-
maine’s  wine. Finally, it's time to party! •

nament, one of the European Tour’s top events, at the 
incredibly beautiful Crans-sur-Sierre Golf Club. Crans 
Montana is also dotted with Michelin-star restaurants 
and 5-star resorts and bumping into a Hollywood star 
is not unusual.

A winding road leads us to ancient vineyards that 
cascade down steep slopes to the Rhône River. The 
vines flourish here because of a hot, dry climate and 
the protection offered by the majestic Alpine moun-
tains that rise on both sides of the narrow river. 

Most of the wine towns are perched high above the 
river, because, as Catherine Antille, a local wine ex-
pert tells me when we arrive in charming Lens, “the 
river had a history of flooding in Medieval times so 
people moved to higher ground.”

As we walk through Lens, Antille tells me grape 
growing here dates back to 800BC, but it really took 
off when the Romans arrived. 

“The Rhône Valley was the highway to Italy, the 
main trading route in ancient times,” says Antille, who 
tells me two thirds of the people in this region speak 
French and the rest speak German. 

The town’s museum is located in a charming house 
that dates back to 1644 and showcases artefacts left 
behind by the valley’s earliest settlers.

Here I learn that Switzerland has 15,000 hectares 
of vineyards and one of the oldest vineyards in the 
world, dating back 1,500 years, is located at the near-
by Abbey of St. Maurice. There are 252 varieties of 
grapes grown in Switzerland but just four,  Pinot Noir, 
Chasselas, Gamay and Merlot make up two thirds of 
Swiss wines. While 61 per cent of wine production in 
Vallée is red, Antille tells me one of the most popular 
wines here is Petite Arvine, a hearty white grape vari-
ety that is considered the “jewel of Vallée wines.”

The vineyards spread out in all directions and wines 
produced here are highly rated by industry experts,  
and highly sought after in places like London and Par-
is.

“Because we produce so little wine, we export very 
little,” says Antille as we walk through the lush vine-
yards until we reach neighbouring Vaas.

The guide stops in front of an old tavern — circa 1557 
— that has murals painted on its exterior. She draws my 
attention to a faded  sign above the entrance which 
reads: “If you do not have money, there is no need to 
stop.”

“The innkeepers back then did not take credit cards,” 
laughs Antille, who invites me inside to sample some 
of the region’s fine wines. 

Afterwards, we visit one of Vallée’s better-known 
wineries — Cave La Romaine is a wine co-operative 
that produces 120,000 bottles a year in a state-of-
the-art facility. Some of its vintages are served in the 

JUST THE FACTS
• The Fête des Vignerons wine festival will 
be held July 18 to August 11, 2019, in love-
ly Vevey in the Lake Geneva Region. The 
Fête des Vignerons dates back to 1797 and 
features 20 performances with over 5,000 
people taking part, For more on the festi-
val, https://www.fetedesvignerons.ch

• For a summary on all this year's events:
https://www.fetedesvignerons.ch/wp-con-
tent/uploads/FeVi19_Brochure_Pavillon_
Lac_EN_Web.pdf

• For more information on Switzerland: 
http://www.MySwitzerland.com

• Air Canada offers direct flights to Zurich 
from Toronto and Swiss International Air 
Lines runs daily service from Montreal: 
http://www.swiss.com
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GUIDE TO MEXICO CITY
Brenda Franco takes us on a tour of 
the city of her birth and introduces
us to local attractions tourists miss

Insider's 
GUIDE TO MEXICO CITY

El Angel, top photo, 
the national land-
mark on Mexico 
City's Reforma Ave., 
welcomes people 
from all over the 
world. Our Lady of 
Guadalupe Church, 
above, is a favou-
rite with visitors, 
who shower it with 
flowers. 

MEXICO CITY — Each year, when 
I return to this, the city of my 
birth, I feel like I’m taking a trip 
through time. From its stately 
colonial buildings, its massive 

museums and incredible pre-Hispanic pyra-
mids, my beloved Mexico City is a treasure 
chest of history and a sight to behold, es-
pecially when I arrive at night and the city’s 
lights sparkle like a billion diamonds on a 
black canvas.

But there’s so much to do when I go home 
for a short visit. So much I want to share with 
my friends. 

My priorities?
First stop: The Basilica of Our Lady of Gua-

dalupe, the city’s massive circular shrine that 
is a must visit for devote Catholics. It has 
become the most popular Catholic shrine 
in the world, welcoming millions of visitors 
yearly.

Before making my way to the great church, 
though, I make a quick stop at the nearby 
flower market, which features many shops 
that sell beautiful arrangements that are pur- PHOTOS BY BRENDA FRANCO & BIGSTOCK
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chased and offered up to Our Lady by the faithful.
The market is also home to delicious food and pro-

duce, as well as a colourful array of souvenirs, reli-
gious statues and the famous Gorditas de Nata — it’s 
similar to a mini pancake but undeniably more deli-
cious. It comes wrapped in colourful tissue paper that 
adds just that extra special touch. 

The incredible scent of the pastries, which are made 
right in front of me,  makes my mouth water.  

When I reach the church, I’m enveloped by a sense 
of peacefulness and awestruck by its elaborate decor 
and magnitude. The alter is covered in flowers pur-
chased at the market. What an incredible sight.

Next stop,  the Zocalo, Mexico City’s  main square 
and the historic heart of this gigantic city of 21 million 
souls. Officially known as Plaza de la Constitucion,  lo-
cals refer to the handsome square simply as El Zocalo.

This gem has been declared a  UNESCO World 
Heritage Site and is surrounded by many national 
landmarks — the  Metropolitan Cathedral, the Nation-
al Palace and other important federal buildings and, 
of course,  the Templo Mayor, the archeological site 
that dates back to 1325. It was the main temple of the 
Mexica People, for whom the country gets its name.

There’s always a buzz of excitement in El Zocalo, 
which is ringed by high-end designer shops, lots of 
jewellery stores and souvenir stands selling lots of 
Mexican kitsch. 

As I tour the streets of the downtown core, a must 
stop for me is always El Palacios de las Bellas Artes 
(Palace of Fine Arts). 

The impressive white marble UNESCO building is a 
real eye pleaser and throughout the year hosts well 
known international performers, ballets and is home 
to the  National Orquesta, Mexico’s national sympho-
ny orchestra .

El Palacios also houses some of Diego Rivera’s most 
impressive artwork, along with paintings and murals 
contributed by other Mexican artists. 

No visit to Mexico City would be complete for me 
without stopping by El Angel, the city's iconic golden 
statue officially known as the Angel of Independence.

Situated on one of the busiest and most important 
streets In Mexico City, Reforma Ave., this monument 
symbolizes law, war, peace and justice. It is one of 
Mexico’s most recognized symbols around the world 
and popular amongst locals as the gathering spot for 
both celebrations and protests.

El Angel even has a mausoleum where the most im-
portant figures in Mexican history are laid to rest. Visit-
ing El Angel during the night when it’s bathed in pur-
ple light,  or just when the sun begins to set, makes  
for a memorable photograph.

When I’m finished visiting Mexico City’s wide range 
of cultural attractions, I seek out its restaurants, bars 

Mexico City's food 
scene is among the 
hottest in the culinary 
world. From traditional 
favourites to haute 
cuisine, you'll find it all 
in Mexico's capital. The 
Metropolitan Basilica 
is located in El Zocca-
lo, the city's historic 
centre. El Palacio de las 
Bellas Artes, above, is 
where some great art 
treasures are stored. 
Street art in Mexico City 
celebrates the past.
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13 days | 12 nights
Travel to Indochina on this group tour of 
Vietnam & Cambodia seeing the highlights 
while also immersing yourself in the regional 
cultures to further enrich your journey. Walk 
the maze of streets in Hanoi's Old Quarter 
before hopping on a pedalled rickshaw, 
cruise the stunning scenery of Halong Bay 
on an overnight boat trip, travel to Central 
Vietnam to explore the cities of Hue & Hoi 
An, take walking tours, dine on traditional 
cuisine and meet the people who call this 
place home. Travel to Cambodia and explore 
the fascinating temples of Angkor. 

2019 Departures:
Sep.9*, Oct.21, Nov.4

$2495*

per person

group tour

and clubs. The choice is endless.
If I want to hit the town and enjoy a fun-filled 

night, I start by taking a stroll on Polanco Ave.,  
where a variety of sophisticated restaurants 
and posh stores are located. I then head over 
to La Condesa, the city’s stylish neighbour-
hood where numerous hip cafés, bistros, bars 
and trendy clubs are located.

Now let me enlighten you a little bit about 
the food scene in the capital. Mexico is rich on 
gastronomy and there are thousands of dif-
ferent dishes, thanks to the country’s diversity. 
Mexican food, as you’ll quickly discover, is not 
just tacos and guacamole.

When I get to Mexico, I can’t wait to devour 
an authentic quesadillas — the handmade corn 
tortillas stuffed with cheese, chicharron (pork 
rind), steak and mushrooms and many other 
local ingredients.

If your palette 
is feeling adven-
turous, I invite 
you to try one 
the foot–long 
quesadillas, but 
make sure you 
go on an empty 
stomach.  And 
we cannot ignore 
the country’s  fa-
mous tamales. 
They consist of 
corn dough and 
are stuffed with pork or chicken with mole 
steamed in a corn husk or banana leaf. They’re 
especially popular at breakfast.

If you have a sweet tooth, like me, you are 
in for a treat when you get to Mexico City be-
cause El Moro, established in 1935, is where I 
get my fix of churros and hot chocolate. Yum!

Mexican cuisine has been passed down from 
generation to generation with modern chefs 
adding their own interpretation — no wonder 
it’s the world’s most popular food.

My Mexico City is a destination with a remark-
able charm. Its people are kind and friendly, 
its vivacious, multi-coloured landmarks are 
breathtaking, and the self-indulgent food is 
something that must be experienced to truly 
enjoy and appreciate.

If you are planning to visit my hometown, I 
can assure you that it will leave an everlasting 
impression in your heart and you’ll have an ea-
gerness to return to enjoy even more of what 
this incredible city has to offer. •

Mexico City street musician.



Belfast is Booming
COLOURFULCOLOURFUL

Belfast has changed considerably since the infamous 
days of the Troubles. The city is now a hot holiday des-
tination and its gay pride parade, left, and Cathedral 
Quarter, top photo, bring many visitors to Northern 
Ireland’s capital. Tour guide Dee Morgan, above, 
opens up a lot of doors for tourists.

Northern Ireland’s cool capital 
leaves its 'Troubles' behind

STORY & PHOTOS BY AMY LAUGHINGHOUSE
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BELFAST  — Tattooed muscle men in tight pink shorts. 
Drag queens in ballgowns and bedazzled bras. A tiny tot 
in kaleidoscopic fairy wings. Whole families out for a day 
of fun, cheering on the out-and-proud crowd marching 
through the streets of Belfast. 

If you’re looking for a measure of 
how far this city has come since “the 
Troubles,” you could hardly find a bet-
ter example of acceptance and inclu-
siveness than the Gay Pride Parade. No 
one seems concerned about whether 
you’re Protestant or Catholic, a Loyalist 
who wants to remain with the U.K., or 
a Republican who desires a united Ire-
land. Never mind orange or green. On 
this day, at least, everybody embraces 
the rainbow. 

“Trust me, we don’t care (about those 
historic religious and political divi-
sions), as long as you’re good-look-
ing,” jokes Dee Morgan, a tour guide 
who was born around the onset of the 
conflict in the late 1960s. But with the 
Good Friday Agreement of 1998, Mor-
gan insists that “the Troubles are done, 
dusted, never to raise their ugly head 
again.”

In the absence of bombs, tourism has 
boomed, and Lonely Planet declared 
Northern Ireland the No. 1 destination 
to visit in 2018. Top attractions include 
Titanic Belfast, a whizz-bang interactive 
“experience,” and film location tours 
for Game of Thrones, which is mainly 
shot around Northern Ireland.

Admittedly, some folks still come 
looking for trouble — or rather, to learn 
about the Troubles — and plenty of 
evidence remains. Morgan shows my 
friends and I key sites, like the political-
ly charged murals of the International 
Wall, and the Peace Wall, where folks 
pen messages of love and hope.

“We had Bill Clinton. He wrote ‘Strength and wisdom are not 
opposing values,’ ” Morgan quotes. “We had the Dalai Lama. He 
wrote ‘Open your arms to change, but don’t let go of your values.’ 
And we had Justin Bieber. He wrote … "Bieber,” she shrugs, with 
a roll of her eyes.

But Belfast’s graffiti is evolving, as I learn on the Seedhead Arts 
Street Art Walking Tour through the Cathedral Quarter, the hub of 
Belfast’s nightlife scene. Guide Adam Turkington, who commis-
sions about 40-50 new murals each year for an annual street art 

Belfast has some of the 
best street art in the 
world, and it’s dis-
played throughout the 
city — in Murals Square, 
top photo, a funky femi-
nist mural, middle, and 
the famed International 
Wall, above.
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festival he founded, views this art form as the visual 
equivalent of punk rock — a means of filling the space 
between binary politics and differing faiths.

In Murals Square off Commercial Court, for instance, 
brick walls are covered in scenes that touch on ev-
erything from the Queen and corgis to religion in the 
Middle East to same-sex relationships. 

“The owner of the Duke of York and the Harp Bar 
commissioned these to represent a shared future,” 
Turkington explains.

Yet many other works along the tour, such as a frisky 
fox with steam vents for eyes, seem intended only to 
amuse or intrigue. I’m particularly partial to a flame-
haired, Shrek-green goddess with a Frida Kahlo-es-
que moustache and unibrow proclaiming “Girls Just 
Want to Have Fun … and … Fun … Damental Rights.” 
You go, grrrrl!

The city has also become a foodie favourite, as ev-
idenced by the eye-opening, mouth-watering Bel-
fast Food Tour with Taste & Tour, which begins at St. 
George’s Market. For over four hours, I shovel in sau-
sage, soda bread, marshmallow-laden “Fifteens,” lo-
cal cheeses, a hamburger with rum BBQ sauce and 
deep fried pickles, whilst whetting my whistle with lo-
cally produced Jawbox gin, Belfast Blonde beer and 
MacIvors cider. Best of all are the wee artisan choco-
lates and steaming cup of hot chocolate we sample 
at Co Couture. As owner and chocolatier Deirdre Mc-
Canny helpfully points out, pure chocolate is actually 
a fruit. I say, bring on my five a day.

Perhaps the most visible symbol of Belfast’s flourish-
ing fortunes is the recent opening of the Grand Cen-
tral Hotel, the latest addition to the family-run Hast-
ings Hotels’ portfolio. It’s less than a five minute walk 
from the Europa, once known as “the most bombed 
hotel in Europe,” which the late Sir William Hastings 
purchased in the early 1990s and where U.S. presi-
dent Bill Clinton bunked while visiting Belfast in 1995. 

The new Grand Central, located in a glamorously 
renovated former office building in the Linen Quarter, 
is the largest hotel in Northern Ireland with 300 guest 
rooms. At 23-storeys, it’s also the tallest, a glittering 
glass icon proudly punctuating Belfast’s skyline. You 
know you’ve arrived, in every sense of the word, when 
you’re greeted by a doorman in a top hat, standing at 
attention atop verses from a specially-commissioned 
poem, “Hymn to Belfast” by Paul Muldoon, which 
have been etched upon the pavement outside.

The ground and first floors feature double-height 
ceilings with floor-to-ceiling windows, flooding the 
contemporary Grand Central Café and the elegant 
Seahorse Bar & Restaurant with light. Bedrooms are 
equipped with a pillow-plumped “Cloud bed” and 
dressed in teal and taupe textiles. Mine even has a 
bathtub facing a plate glass windows, so I can soak up 

the cityscape as I soak in the bubbles. 
But you can’t beat the bird's eye views — and expert-

ly mixed cocktails — at The Grand Central’s 23rd-floor 
Observatory, the highest bar in Ireland. Kitted out in a 
stylish mix of teal blue and orange velvet with gleam-
ing brass accents and a grand piano to provide the 
tunes, it’s the perfect perch to contemplate Belfast’s 
bright future as you gaze out over the horizon. •

JUST THE FACTS
• Getting there: From Toronto, you can fly 
to Belfast with British Airways via London.
 
• Where to stay: Grand Central Hotel 
http://www.grandcentralhotelbelfast.com
 
• Tourism info: www.ireland.com 
 
• Tours with Dee Morgan: 
http://deetoursireland.com
 
• Titanic Belfast: http://titanicbelfast.com

Titanic Belfast, above, is one of the 
city's biggest tourist attractions. But 
its food scene is also attracting a lot of 
attention. Tour guide Olivia Hummel, 
left, offers up some marshmallow, and 
there's always something special on 
the menu at the Duke of York pub. 
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Booking into Relais Santa Croce Baglioni
is like spending a night at the museum

Waking Up
TO HISTORY IN FLORENCE

STORY & PHOTOS BY MARC ATCHISON

FLORENCE — I pass through 
the marbled columns hold-
ing up the arched entrance 
of the grand Relais Santa 
Croce by Baglioni Hotels 

and suddenly find myself surround-
ed by ancient frescoes, paintings 
and furnishings.

Some of the museum-worthy an-
tiques date back to the 18th century 
when this elegant Relais & Châteaux 
property served as the palazzo Ci-
ofi Jacometti, built for the Marquis 
Baldinucci, a noble figure back then. 
It also served, for a time, as the home 
of a Vatican treasurer.

My excitement heightens when 
I discover a door off the hotel en-
trance leads to the Ristorante Eno-
teca Pinchiorri, Florence’s only 3-star 
Michelin restaurant and a dining 
room recognized as the 32nd best in 
the world. I try to sneak a peak inside 
but a stoned-faced sentry blocks my 
way.

“The hotel elevator is this way, 
sir,” says the man as he leads me 
through a series of narrow passages 
to a small lift that slowly takes me to 
the hotel lobby on the second floor, 
where more surprises await.

“Please follow me to the sala della 
musica (music room),” says a natti-
ly-attired attendant, who greets me 

Rooms in the delightful Relais Santa Croce Baglioni 
Hotel look out on Florence's Basilica Santa Croce, 
above, where some of the giants of Italian history, 
among them Michelangelo, Rossini, Machiavelli and 
Galileo are buried. The hotel is a hidden gem in the 
back streets of Italy's most beautiful city.
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in the lobby and offers me a glass of Prosecco while 
I wait for the hotel’s congenial manager Marco del 
Lama to appear.

I gaze in wonderment at the grand room’s decora-
tive inlays, terra cotta floor, impressive fireplace, large 
windows and soaring frescoed ceiling.

“I see you like our music room,” says general man-
ager del Lama as he enters the parlour that sits direct-
ly across from the hotel’s own gourmet dining room, 
Ristorante Guelfi e Ghibellini.

The GM gushes with pride as he tells me the history 
behind the 24-room hotel, which sits on a quiet street 
near the Medieval Piazza Santa Croce, home of the 
great basilica of the same name where some giants 
of Italian history, including Michelangelo, Rossini, Ma-
chiavelli and Galileo are buried. The square in front 
of the impressive church is believed to be where the 
first-ever soccer game was played.

“We still use the music room for small performanc-
es,” says del Lama, who draws my attention to some 
large panels on the opposite side of the bright room 
bathed in pastel colours. “Those panels lift out so 
musicians can sit right in the wall to play their instru-
ments.”

The room’s most impressive feature, though, is its 
massive ceiling, which is held up by a series of wood-
en trusses and beams that date back to the Renais-
sance. On the way to my room a few minutes later, a 
hotel employee leads me to a glass cutout in a wall 
where the ingenious ceiling infrastructure is revealed. 
I even get to walk on the historic wooden trusses, 
which were actually based on a Leonardo da Vinci de-
sign, and believe me, it was quite a thrill.

Each of the rooms in this truly unique boutique prop-
erty are stuffed with antique furnishings and delicate 
wall coverings. My spacious and tastefully decorated 
room looked out on the tiled rooftops of Florence and 
the beautiful Basilica of Santa Croce, which at night is 
magically illuminated. Each morning during my stay, 
I felt like I’d spent a night at the museum because of 
the original artwork I awoke to each day.

The hotel’s two largest suites — the Da Verrazzano 
suite and the De Pepi suite — are located on the main 
floor near the music room. They have hosted the kings 
and queens of stage and screen, including Brad Pitt 
and Angelina Jolie when they were a couple.

The two large suites can be combined into one 
massive 2,800-sq-ft Royal Suite, which, with its origi-
nal 18th-century frescoes, Italian marble bathrooms, 
contemporary furnishings, Turkish bath and lots of 
modern conveniences, would make any member of 
today’s European courts feel right at home.

“This suite alone is worth a visit to Florence,” smiles 
the GM.

As you’d expect, the Royal Suite commands a king’s 

After passing through the marbled en-
trance of the Relais Santa Croce by Baglioni 
Hotels, top photo, you soon find yourself in 
the adorable music room, above, where the 
wall panels lift out so musicians can play to 
the audience.
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ransom, with a one night stay cost-
ing about $3,500 U.S. Don’t be 
frightened off, though. The price 
for standard rooms is far more 
reasonable with rates at this Bagli-
oni-owned beauty starting around 
$275 (Cdn) a night. A bargain in 
this overheated tourist Mecca.

Guelfi e Ghibellini restaurant 
doesn’t have a Michelin star — yet —
but the dishes created in the kitch-
en of Chef Niccolò De Riu are cer-
tainly star worthy.

For starters, we enjoy traditional 
Tuscan antipasti dishes like Prus-
sian beef tartare infused with Car-
mignano caramelized shallot, pars-
ley and ginger sponge, followed 
by carrot cardamom creamed 
soup with mousse and mignole 
olives’ powder. Next: charcoal oc-
topus accompanied by porcini 
mushrooms and crispy scorzanera.

Our primi piatti (first course) 
dishes are highlighted by perfectly 
prepared plates of chestnut tagli-
atelle with pigeon boscaiola and a 
spaghetti with tomato sauce unlike 
any I’ve tasted before.

Main course highlights: piglet 
medallion — pork is big in Tusca-
ny — lacquered with marinated pak 
choi and crispy topinambur, and 
double cooked black cod with co-
conut and cardamom milk that's 
paired with smoked rosemary 
mashed potatoes cream in a cloud 
of Mirin.

Chef tempts us with deserts like 
raspberry soufflè with ginger and 
Sechuan pepper English cream 
and a Marron Glacé mousse with 
Diospero gelée and cocoa Gruè. 
Who can say no to such sweet 
treats.

The only thing better than the 
food at Guelfi e Ghibellini is the 
romantic atmosphere surround-
ing diners while they sip the finest 
Tuscan wines and gaze out on Flor-
ence's lovely terra cotta skyline.

The hotel sits just a few steps 
away from most of Florence’s main 
tourist attractions, including San-
ta Croce Basilica, the Duomo, the 

Uffizi Gallery and Ponte Vecchio.
It’s not all pleasure at Relais San-

ta Croce Baglioni Hotel, though. 
This property also caters to the 
business crowd with two meeting 
rooms that can seat up to 35 peo-
ple.

The attentiveness of the hotel 
staff makes you think you’re visit-
ing a friend’s residence.

Relais Santa Croce by Baglioni 

Hotels sits cradled in the heart 
of the Renaissance and offers its 
guests a once-in-a-lifetime experi-
ence at an affordable price. •

• The Baglioni Hotels Group owns many styl-
ish and historic properties throughout Italy. 
For information, go to
http://www.baglionihotels.com

• Best way to get to Florence from Canada is 
with either Air Canada or Alitalia via Rome.

Rooms look out on the 
historic treasures of Flor-
ence and the hotel is just 
steps away from land-
marks like Ponte Vecchio, 
left. The opulent entrance, 
bottom, left, leads to the 
narrow streets of Flor-
ence, close to the famed 
tourist quarter.
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Circuit 
Breaker

MANASLU, NEPAL — 
Desperate for a deep 
inhalation of oxygen, 
I forced myself to put 
one boot in front of the 

other to continue up the rocky incline. 
The sooner we reached the top of the 
pass, the sooner we could lose alti-
tude on the other side. A confusion of 
fluttering prayer flags indicating the 
topmost point of the trail appeared 
tantalizingly close in the clear moun-
tain air. But we estimated it would 
take another half hour to reach the 
5,106m summit of the pass, Larkya La, 
the highest spot on the 16-day circuit 
around majestic Manaslu Mountain.

For years I had trailed behind Barry, 
my fit mountaineering husband. This 
time it was me who led the way. Never 
before during many years of hiking in 
Canada and several months in Nepal 
had this ever happened. 

But, because I had experienced 
nausea and headaches when we had 
reached 3,700m a few days before I 
had taken Diamox, or acetazolamide, 
a drug used to prevent and reduce 
the symptoms of altitude sickness. 
Feeling no ill affects, Barry had not. 

STORY BY PATTI SHALES LEFKOS
PHOTOS BY BARRY HODGINS

Nepal's Manaslu Circuit pushes
seasoned trekkers to the limit
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Our adventure team 
of Patti and Barry, 
above, endured 
some exhausting 
hikes during their 
Manaslu Moun-
tain climb but the 
rewards were well 
worth the effort. 
Some, though, fell 
victim to altitude 
sickness and need-
ed to be rescued 
off the mountain by 
helicopter.

I stopped to catch my breath. 
When he caught up, I noticed he 
seemed unusually tired. 

“We didn’t do enough acclimatiza-
tion,” he said. “I don’t feel well. I’m 
worried.” 

Even though we are both slight-
ly over 70 years of age, I had nev-
er heard Barry talk this way before. 
Shocked by this uncharacteristic 
turn of events, my heart rate quick-
ened. 

“You go ahead and I’ll walk at your 
pace,” I said. He began to walk off 
slowly up the long incline toward 
the prayer flags and the pass. I fol-
lowed.

Having added a side trip into the 
Tsum Valley onto the regular route 
of the Manaslu Curcuit we had been 
trekking and camping for 19 days. 
Accommodations on the Malaslu 
Circuit and in the recently opened 
Tsum Valley are rudimentary, at 
best, not yet up to the standard of 
the more popular Annapurna and 
Everest Base Camp treks. We opt-
ed to camp for our own comfort as 
well as to provide employment for 
locals. Our crew consisted of two 
guides, Tula and Dipak, and our 
Sherpa cook, Kusang. Lapka and 
Bishal, young fathers both in their 
20s, acted as kitchen helpers and 
porters. Umesh, an astonishingly 
fit teen, joined us as a third porter. 
Myla, our charismatic, slightly older 
donkey drover, had friends in every 
village. Our entourage felt like be-
ing part of an expedition with Sir 
Frances Younghusband, the British 
explorer who marched across Asia 
to Lhasa, Tibet in the late 1800s.

We rose at 6 a.m. each day, break-
fasted on Kusang’s eggs and pan-
cakes, then shouldered our packs 
to walk at least four hours before 
lunch. We crossed long trembling 
suspension bridges hanging over 
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rushing rivers. We shared narrow trails with heav-
ily laden yaks and ponies, up and down steep hills, 
bordered by vertical cliff on one side and alarming 
precipices on the other. The crew would scramble 
ahead, set up a makeshift kitchen and miraculously 
have a hot lunch waiting for us. Usually after two or 
three more hours of afternoon trekking we reached 
our next camp in time for journal writing and photog-
raphy closely followed by dinner and an increasingly 
early bedtime.

Three days before our attempt at the pass, we had 
reached Samdo village. Perched at 3,785m it was the 
perfect spot for a rest day to help our bodies adjust to 
the altitude. We planned to follow the mountaineer-
ing adage, “hike high, sleep low.” Mistakenly, as I was 
feeling fatigued, we hiked higher only the second 
day. On the first we lazed around camp, napped and 
did our laundry. The arrival of a helicopter to rescue 
a young Danish woman who had succumbed to alti-
tude sickness unnerved us, but we decided to contin-
ue on.

After a sleepless night we pressed on to Dharam-
sala, at 4,460m, a desolate congregation of huts be-
fore the pass. The expected trekking time listed for 
foreigners going over Larkya La Pass from Dharamsa-
la to Bhimtang, the only settlements on either side of 
the pass, is nine to 12 hours. We had no idea how long 
we would take. With a challenging day ahead we got 
up horribly early, packed in the dark, drowned cold 
muesli with hot Nescafe and hit the trail before dawn. 
On the trail by 4:30 a.m. we witnessed a breathtaking 
sunrise over Manaslu Peak before finally reaching the 
pass. 

Feeling dangerously exhausted, we stopped amid 
the jungle of prayer flags for photos, water and choc-

olate. Barry looked grim. My concern deepened. 
But, once we started downhill on the other side of 
the pass, Barry’s breathing, his spirits and his pace 
increased. My worries switched to my knees. Valiant 
efforts to remain upright through slippery pebbles on 
the steep downhill sections of the more than 2,000m 
descent irritated my knees, challenged my balance 
and tried my patience. 

Four hours later a miracle appeared in the distance. 
Our solicitous cook Kusang and thoughtful helper 
Bishal approached from below bearing a thermos of 
hot mango juice. They had already been to camp and 
were returning with refreshments to fortify us for the 
last hour. We reached Bhimtang in nine hours. Not 
bad for a couple of 70 year olds. Kusang rustled up 
an early supper. We were asleep by 7 p.m.

After two more relatively low-altitude, gentle trek-
king days, we reached Tal. That evening we celebrat-
ed together, crew and clients. I washed down a verita-
ble feast of freshly cooked chicken, potatoes, greens 
and rice with my new cocktail of choice, Kukuri rum 
with Fanta. We treated the guys to raksi, the local 
home brew. As per Nepali trekking tradition, Kusang 
produced a chocolate cake that went down like vel-
vet. We laughed, sang and danced the night away.

Months later, Barry still attributes our lack of stamina 
and comfort on the ascent to Larkya La to the lack of 
acclimatization hikes. 

One high hike each day for the last five days before 
the pass would have made a huge difference. Lesson 
learned. 

We’re ready for the next adventure. •

• Trip available with Kathmandu-based trekking company Ace the Hi-
malaya. http://www.acethehimalaya.com

The adventure com-
plete, the Sherpa 
team that guided 
the group celebrate 
with some dancing 
and lots of hot, 
good food.
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Stretching
Out out a Mexican vacation

PLAYA DEL CARMEN, MEXICO — 
I’m not one to sequester myself 
at any resort I visit. Normally, 
I’m itching to get off any prop-
erty, no matter how elegant the 

surroundings, so that I can indulge my 
wanderlust soul. That changes, howev-
er, when I step foot onto the grounds of 
the Rosewood Mayakoba, which speaks 
not only to the wellness warrior in me 
but also my eco-conscious soul, as the 
Mayakoba has attained Rainforest Alli-
ance Certification.  

Located just north of Playa del Car-
men, the 1,600-acre resort is nestled in 
a protected jungle, so much a part of 
the setting that it’s not uncommon to 
see animals like coatis wandering freely 
throughout the resort. 

As I’m escorted to my 
beachfront suite by a boat 
through the lagoons and 
mangrove area, which 
remains 80 per cent 
untouched  — later, I take a 
lagoon tour on the 13-km 
stretch of waterways and 
see wildlife like the great 
kiskadee, crocodile and 
aningha  — I feel my soul 
shift. I’m here for a weekend 
of wellness and it’s clear 
that I won’t have to work hard 
to find the balance I’m seeking.      

One thing you should know 

STORY BY KAREN ASP / PHOTOS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES

Rosewood Mayakoba retreat is mind-boggling

Fernanda, a shaman, conducts a 
"marry myself" ceremony on the 
beach at Rosewood Mayakoba, 
top photo. The wellness retreat is 
located in a jungle setting.
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An instructor puts guests through a float fit class in the main pool at Sense Spa, the resort's luxury wellness retreat.

Diners at the resort's famed La Ceiba 
Garden & Kitchen restaurant eat out-
doors under a ceiba tree, top. Guests are 
transported to rooms in small boats. 

about the Mayakoba: you can’t es-
cape logging a good amount of ac-
tivity here, even if you opt for a golf 
cart ride from the staff or ride your 
bike — every guest can request that 
a bike be delivered to their accom-
modations for use during their stay 
— throughout the resort. 

Just walking from the beach 
where I’m staying to the main part 
of the resort feels more like a hike 
than a casual stroll, largely because 
I’m traversing a large swath of jun-
gle, which I love doing at night to 
hear the chorus of frogs. Even for 
a fast walker like me, the journey 
takes 20 minutes, but it’s a pleas-
ant one, not only for the scenery 
but also the other guests and em-
ployees I pass, everybody greeting 
each other with a friendly “hola.” 

Although Mother Nature could 
be my gym the entire time — the 
resort’s white sand beach is phe-
nomenal for walking and there 
are 4.7kms of nature trails that run 
throughout the property — I can’t 
pass up the opportunity to try my 
first “float fit” class at the Sense 
Spa, which sits on a private island. 
The class takes place in the out-
door pool on floating mats that are 
tethered to the wall. Six of us take 
to the pool and attempt to balance 
as we do 45 minutes of strength 
training mixed with some cardio-
vascular activity. 

At one time, I’m in a plank posi-
tion, shifting my weight first to my 
right hand and then my left to cre-
ate the biggest waves I can. The 
problem? Everybody else has the 
same goal so it feels like a tsuna-
mi from my precarious position. 
I have to fight hard not to topple 
into the water, which is, of course, 
the point of the class, building not 
only strength but also balance and 
coordination.

While movement is certainly one 
way to pamper the body, so, too, 
is the nourishment you provide 
it, and although I’m a plant-only 
eater, the Mayakoba doesn’t dis-
appoint. I have two favourite din-
ing experiences, the first being 
at La Ceiba Garden & Kitchen, an 
outdoor eatery centred around a 
ceiba tree. I’m told that the May-
ans believed the tree held signifi-
cance, which may explain why the 
community dining table is situated 
under the tree. Dinners, featuring 
dishes that change with the sea-
sons, take place here twice a week 
and they’re open to resort guests 
only. I’m told this is such a popu-
lar activity that guests who visit the 
Mayakoba frequently arrange their 
trips around when a spot at La Cei-
ba is open.

The night includes live music 
and an open bar, the ambiance a 
cozy one with the numerous torch-
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es glowing in the night. Before the dinner, which the 
culinary staff prepares on site, the chef offers a warm 
welcome and a toast with one of the wines they’re 
serving, saying he never cooks for guests but friends, 
as is the Mexican tradition.  

I find the same welcoming spirit at the resort’s food 
truck, Aquí Me Quedo. The truck has a separate spot 
on the beach — adult-only, mind you — and it’s de-
signed to be a relaxing beachside cantina. Sofas and 
lounge chairs are set up in the sand so that you can 
enjoy uber-healthy Riviera Maya fare like vegan cevi-
che. The truck’s name translates to “Here I stay,” which 
sounds like the perfect mantra to me. 

No wellness retreat is complete without incorporat-
ing the mind and spirit, and my time at Mayakoba is 
filled with interesting encounters. For starters, there’s 
the Journey Experience I undergo at the Sense Spa 
where I stroll down wooden boardwalks set in the jun-
gle to a stand-alone treatment room. My 90-minute 
treatment starts with a foot washing and foot massage 
before I undergo an anti-aging facial, which includes 
a comprehensive shoulder, neck and head massage.  

Later, I return to the spa for the Garden Experi-
ence where I meet Laura, a therapist who guides me 
through a spiritual journey. We’re sitting in an airy, 
naturally-lit wooden garden house that’s overflow-
ing with plants and flowers. Laura asks me to take my 
shoes off and walk around the room, picking the flow-
er or plant that speaks the most to me. 

I choose lavender, always my favourite, and when I 
return to my seat I’m directed to close my eyes and 
place the lavender somewhere on a table made out 
of a tree trunk that has four quadrants. Choose what 
feels right, I’m told. For whatever reason, I drop it in 
the upper right quadrant. 

On the day I’m leaving, I get married. But this isn’t 
your traditional wedding. Nor am I marrying my hus-

band again. I’m marrying myself — and for good rea-
son. 

“You can’t love anybody unless you love yourself 
first,” says Fernanda, a third-generation shaman who 
officiates the ceremony. 

The ceremony, now a three-to four-day “Marry One-
self Journey,” is held on the beach where I’m seated in 
front of a maraca, shell, mirror, glass and flower neck-
lace. Fernanda is speaking in English, but she has an 
assistant who repeats her words in Mayan. She starts 
by wafting incense into the air and then introducing 
the four elements of the earth. I sip water from the 
glass and place the shell to my ear next to hear the 
wind. 

Next, I look into the mirror, first my left eye, then 
right, then both. I place the flowers on my head, eat 
a grape that represents the earth and hold a candle. 

During this time, Fernanda instructs me to ask my 
heart what it needs. Then we stand, shaking our ma-
racas high in the air, and I repeat Fernanda’s chants, 
shouting my name after each chant. At the end, I’m 
asked to use an imaginary pen to write in the air what 
my heart needs and then as I face the ocean, she “in-
troduces” my new heart to the world.

As I leave, I remind myself that I can take this newly 
found tranquility with me, especially my emboldened 
heart. Yet no matter how much I try, I know that it will 
be nearly impossible to replicate the calm I’ve felt at 
Rosewood Mayakoba.  •

The pool area at 
Rosewood Mayakoba 
is sensational and its 
breathtaking setting 
promotes harmony.

• Rosewood Mayakoba is a 40 minute drive from  Cancun Internation-
al Airport  

•The resort has 129 suites and several multi-room private residences 
and  numerous dining options. 

• Info:  https://www.rosewoodhotels.com/en/mayakoba-riviera-maya  
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CAMERA

CORNER

Telephoto
Lens

Travel Through A 

Nikon's Chris Ogonek
shares some tips on 
better landscape pictures

WITH EVERY SHOT, photographers 
are making a deliberate decision 
with the focal length they are using 
to capture the scene in front of them. 

On your travels, if you’ve always 
reached for your trustworthy wide-angle lens when 
shooting landscapes, think again. 

The next time you’re in front of a sweeping vista 
or panoramic outlook, you should think about using 
your telephoto lens to capture the landscape instead 
of your go-to wide-angle lens. 

Focus on the details

Many people see a landscape in front of them and 
instantly think they need to use a wide-angle lens to 
capture it. While this isn’t necessarily a wrong choice, 
it’s definitely the easy one. By using a wide-angle lens 
you’re showing the entire scene but you often end up 
missing out on smaller, more interesting details. 

Wide-angle lenses are able to capture the full maj-
esty of a landscape without the need to focus on any 
particular aspect or detail of the scene. But by cap-
turing so much, one often loses some of the more in-
teresting elements. Zooming in on specific pieces of 

STORY & PHOTOS BY CHRIS OGONEK

Nikon specialist Chris Ogonek used his telephoto 
lens to get some impressive landscape pictures in 
Africa, top photo, but uses it on back roads, above.
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Telephoto
Lens Using a telephoto lens allows travel photographers 

to emphasize important details. 

a landscape centres the attention of the photo and 
often creates more interesting and focused images. 
For example, a wide-angle image of a luscious valley 
shot at 20mm may capture the entire scene but zoom 
in to 155mm and you could emphasize an amazing 
waterfall or other element from the scene. 

The lens you choose for your photos will have a dra-
matic impact on the final shot. Telephoto lenses let 
you capture a different, more intimate perspective 
than wide-angle lenses. With a wide-angle lens, you 
are choosing the focus more on the landscape itself 
rather than the specific pieces that create the scene. 
By using a telephoto lens you’re able to capture mo-
ments and bring them to the forefront in scenes that 
otherwise would go by unnoticed. 

Use compression for emphasis

Another major benefit of using a telephoto lens 
properly is having the ability to compress the scene, 
creating a very different look than if shot with a 
wide-angle lens. Compression can be used while 
travelling to place the emphasis of a photo on a par-
ticular element. 

Compression is not something magical that’s creat-
ed in a telephoto lens. Instead, it has to do with the 
increased distance between the photographer and 
the subject, not the actual focal length. If you want 
to practice before trying it out on your next excur-
sion, take a wide-angle shot and a telephoto shot of 
the same scene and at the same location, and then 

A wide-angle shot at 20mm shows the entire valley but a 155mm tele-
photo lens adds emphasis to the waterfall. 
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Nikon is a world leader in digital imaging, precision 
optics and photo and video capture technologies. The 
Nikon.ca website links all levels of photographers and 
visual storytellers to the web's most comprehensive 
learning and sharing communities.

• Facebook.com/nikoncanada
• Instagram.com/nikoncanada
• Twitter.com/nikoncanada

crop-in on the wide-angle shot 
so it matches the telephoto’s 
composition. You’ll see that 
the compression between the 
two shots is identical but the 
wide-angle example has much 
less resolution due to the ma-
jor crop being performed. So, 
while you can achieve com-
pression with both a wide-an-
gle lens and telephoto lens, it’s 
much more beneficial to do it 
with a telephoto since you will 
end up with a much higher 
resolution image. Use com-
pression to your advantage to 
get more appealing shots and 
proportional shots while trav-
eling. 

We often think of landscape 
photography as sweeping vis-
tas and massive panoramas, 
but landscape photography 
can be just as effective by fo-
cusing on the texture and co-
lour of a mountain side or the 
lighting in a canyon or valley. 
Using a telephoto lens lets 
travel photographers capture 
these unique details. 

Telephoto shots can be an 
excellent complement to 
wide-angle photos, demon-
strating some of the more 
stunning elements of a photo 
that may be lost in a wide-an-
gle capture. 

The next time you are pack-
ing your camera gear for your 
next adventure, you should still 
bring your trusty wide-angle 
lens, but this time, also pack a 
telephoto lens to give yourself 
a little more diversity.

If this photo had been taken with a wide-angle lens, it would have been more about 
the landscape, but zoom in and suddenly the local fishermen become the focus.

This aurtomobile example 
shows how compression can 
create a more proportionate 
and appealing photo. 
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A STORYTELLER

Do you have a story to tell? Whatever it is, you can tell it even better  
with the AF-S DX NIKKOR 35mm f/1.8G. It’s designed to capture  
stunning portraits in all their glory. So you never miss that perfect  
moment. And for sharp, beautiful, extreme close-ups, try the AF-S DX  
Micro NIKKOR 85mm f/3.5G ED VR. nikon.ca
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        Seal
       Approval

Munich 
earns

From shoppers

Royal purveyor shops attract a global
audience thanks to their craftsmanship

STORY & PHOTOS BY MARC ATCHISON

Asian shoppers flock to Munich for unique purveyor items.

of
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Marco Pettene, 
far left, and his 
son Rico proudly 
display the fine 
cigars their pur-
veyor shop sells. 
Right, Brigitte 
Meier holds the 
famous shoes 
that earned her 
family's shop a 
royal seal.

MUNICH — The small tobacco shop stand-
ing in the shadow of this city’s fairytale 
Royal Palace looks like all the other 
charming buildings surrounding Mu-
nich’s main square. The 

only thing that distinguishes the stylish 
shop from the rest is the Bavarian Coat 
of Arms emblazoned on its frosted glass 
entrance. 

The royal seal tells passersby that the 
Max Zechbauer Tabakwaren (tobacco-
nist) is among a select group of Munich 
stores recognized as Königlich Bayeri-
schen Hoflieferanten (Royal Bavarian 
Purveyors to the Court). It’s a title be-
stowed on craftsmen and shops who 
supply fine goods to the royal house-
hold.

I didn't even know Germany had a roy-
al family.

“The House of Wittelsbachs ruled the 
Kingdom of Bavaria until 1918 when 
King Ludwig III was deposed,” says 
Werner Hillermann, a local guide who 
agrees to lead me on a hunt to find the 
unique “purveyor” shops, which are usually hidden in 
the labyrinth of small alleyways, passages and narrow 
streets that dominate Munich’s Old Town.

“The kingdom is no more but Franz, the Duke of 
Bavaria, still rules over our Royal Palace,” Werner tells 
me.

When the Bavarian kingdom ended in 1918, so did 
the need for the Royal Purveyors. However, most of the 
“purveyor” stores — there’s still 44 scattered through-
out Bavaria and 14 still reside in Munich — continue 
to display the royal seal like a badge of honour. The 

one thing that has not changed over the centuries, 
though, is the quality and craftsmanship of the wares 
offered at those shops.

My guide pushes open the large wooden door 
guarding the tobacco shop entrance 
and on the opposite side, a nattily-at-
tired young man named Rico Pettene 
greets us. He’s the seventh generation 
of his family to welcome people to the 
shop, which officially opened in 1830. 
It started delivering top quality cigars, 
pipes and whiskies to the royal door-
step in 1886.

Over the centuries, a Who’s Who of 
European royals have crossed the dis-
tinguished shop’s threshold and still 
come today from kingdoms like Swe-
den and Great Britain. The latter recog-
nizes similar British shops who sell high 
quality items and awards them a Royal 
Warrant, permitting them to display the 
Queen’s Coat of Arms under which is 
engraved the familiar words: “By Ap-
pointment of Her Majesty The Queen.”

Rico, who is about to head off to Can-
ada to attend university, is joined by his father Mirko 
and the two excitedly lead us into “the only walk-in 
humidor in Europe.”

The sweet smell of quality cigar tobacco fills the gi-
ant humidor, whose shelves are crammed with box-
es of handmade cigars bearing world famous labels. 
There’s big ones — the size Sir Winston Churchill once 
smoked — and small ones, which look like stubby 
baby fingers.  All have one thing in common — a large 
price tag.

“Our most expensive cigar sells for 210 euros (about 

A tourist shopper stands in 
front of the royal purveyor 
seal at Ludwig Beck's store.
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$325 Cdn) each and a Chinese customer bought a 
whole box of those a few days ago,” says Mirko Pet-
tene, Rico’s father, who proudly proclaims “our shop 
is regularly voted the best of its kind in Europe” by 
industry publications and cigar experts. 

The cigar shop attracts a lot of wealthy Chinese and 
Russian customers, along with some Hollywood roy-
alty.

“Arnold Schwarzenegger and Morgan Freeman are 
regular visitors,” says Rico, who adds that members 
of the city’s world-renowned soccer club, Bayern Mu-
nich, also drop by from time-to-time.

When I presume the best cigars come from Cuba, 
Mirko quickly corrects me. 

“Cuba has actually been having a lot of problems 
with soil erosion in recent years so the best cigars are 
now produced in places like the Dominican Republic 
and Nicaragua.”

The pair leads me past crates of rare single malt 
whiskies and giant bowls of ice where the world’s 
best caviar is being chilled to a narrow staircase. In a 
room below is where the shop’s collection of beauti-
ful handmade pipes are displayed. 

“Pipes are coming back in style, especially among 
the Chinese. This one sells for about 10,000 euros 
($13,500 Cdn),” says Mirko, while holding a beautiful-
ly polished pipe with a unique design.

Rico is also anxious to show me his father’s private 
collection of humidors designed by American Daniel 
Marshall, the rock star of his trade.

“Daniel is not just a regular visitor to our shop, he’s 
our friend,” beams Mirko while running his hands 

over a beautiful wooden humidor with a world heavy-
weight boxing title belt embedded in the lid. “Daniel 
presented me with this as a gift.”

The shop also sells expensive, one-of-a-kind Pan-
ama straw hats, the perfect attire for cigar smokers, 
who usually puff outdoors. 

Another member of the exclusive purveyor’s club is 
the nearby Ed Meier shoe shop, Europe’s oldest shoe 
store — it opened in 1596 — and a royal purveyor since 
1895. 

Meier's was not just a supplier to the Bavarian Royal 
Family. It also sent shoes to German kings in Berlin 
and thus is among the few purveyor stores in Munich 
that can display two royal coats of arms.

Still family run by Brigitte Meier and her brother 
Peter Edward, the shop has branched out to include 
high-quality men’s and ladies’ fashions.

“Wasn’t the king of Sweden in your shop just a few 
days ago?” the sly Werner asks the delightful Brigitte, 
who guards her client list closely.

The only name she’ll surrender is “Arnold 
Schwarzenegger,  because he tells people he shops 
here.”

Generations of families keep coming back to “our 
store because our shoes and clothing are so well 
made,” says Brigitte, who proudly shows me the 
shop’s trademark kelly green silk lining that goes into 
the famous tweed jackets the sister and brother help 
design.

Meier’s shoes are made to fit each person’s foot like 
a glove and most last a lifetime. That’s why “we have 
regular customers who come from the U.S., Canada, 

Munich's royal palace is reflected in the Max Zechbauer Tabakwaren (tobacco shop), a purvey-
or to the Bavarian royal court since 1886. The shop also sells expensive hats, pipes and cavier.
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England and all over Europe,” she 
says.

Shoes are serious business in this 
shop — Meier’s staff conduct sem-
inars on the proper way to shine 
the leather masterpieces.

King Ludwig II, known as the 
“castle maker” because he built so 
many palaces throughout Bavaria 
during his reign, was the one who 
granted the first purveyor seals 
because he wanted only the best 
trimmings for his homes.

One of the stores he relied on 
most for elaborate decorations 
was the Ludwig Beck shop, which 
still stands next to Munich’s mag-
nificent wedding cake-style City 
Hall in Mariaplatz.

Ludwig Beck opened in 1861 
selling buttons, ribbons and tas-
sels and in 1867 was awarded a 
royal crest because Ludwig II liked 
the materials they made.

Known now for its high-end de-
signer clothing lines, which draws 
a lot of attention from the many 
well-heeled Chinese tourists, Wer-
ner tells me one of the earliest 
known photographs was taken of 
the sprawling Mariaplatz from Lud-
wig Beck’s roof.

When the royals got hungry, they 
called on Alois Dallmayr to sup-
ply them with the finest cheeses, 
cakes, meats, vegetables and cof-
fee. Now known simply as Dall-
mayr, the shop that was awarded 
its purveyor seal in 1870 — it actual-
ly opened in 1700 — has grown to 
become the largest delicatessen in 
Europe.

The fashionable Munich store ri-
vals the famous Food Hall at Lon-
don’s landmark Harrods depart-
ment store for size and variety, and 
on most days it’s crowded with 
locals and tourists. The coffee sold 
here under the Dallmayr band is 
regarded as the best brew in Ba-
varia and the onsite restaurant 
requires reservations to be made 
well in advance of your visit.

Dallmayr also shipped its prod-
ucts to the royal court in Berlin and 

Perfurmerie Brückner Bublits, above, opened in 
1893 and the Eilies coffee shop, right, has been a 
favourite of the Bavarian royal court since 1873.

so, too, proudly displays two coats 
of arms at its entrance.

Other purveyor stores I visited 
during my Munich stay  included:
• Perfurmerie Brückner Bublits, 
which was counted on to make the 
royals smell good. The perfume 
shop opened in 1893 but only got 
its royal seal in 1905. It’s been op-
erating out of the same location 
since 1903.
•  Roeckl, the maker of fine hand-
bags, leather gloves, wallets and 
scarves, which rival Hermès for 
their unique designs and quality. 
“We like to think Hermès copied us, 
we didn’t copy them,” a smug Ro-
eckl salesperson tells me. The Ro-
eckl shop dates back to 1839 and 

JUST THE FACTS
• Max Zechbauer Tabakwaren is located 
at 10 Residenzstraße

• The Ed Meier shoe shop is located at 10 
Brienner Str.

• Roeckl is located at Theatinerstraße 44, 
http://www.roeckl.com

• Alois Dallmayr: https://www.dallmayr.com/de/

• The Eilles Coffee Shop: 23 
Residenzstraße, http://www.eilles-tee.de/

• Perfurmerie Brückner: 8 Marienplatz, 
http://www.parfuemerie-brueckner.com

almost immediately was awarded 
a royal seal. The leather used in the 
making of their bags and gloves is 
imported from South America and 
the store remains in the hands of 
the Roeckl family — Annette Roeckl 
is the sixth generation to head the 
operation. Russian tourists espe-
cially like Roeckl’s scarves, which 
are surprisingly affordable when 
compared to Hermès, and have 
been known to buy 10 at a time.
•  Eilles Coffee Shop got its royal 
seal of approval the same year it 
opened in 1873. Ludwig II liked 
the store’s strong coffee, which 
it’s still famous for today. In all, Ei-
lles offers 12 varieties of coffee 
and has branched out into teas, 
chocolates, fine wines, whiskies, 
cakes and cookies. It’s a one-stop 
shop for your sweet tooth, too. A 
staff member, Frau Mangold, tells 
me her Munich customers like the 
shop’s Mexican coffee blends the 
most but says in recent years teas, 
especially those from Sri Lanka 
and Taiwan, have become very 
popular. I try the Lemon Pfeffer tea 
and its fruity goodness is a pleas-
ant surprise to my tongue. People 
come from all over Europe to buy 
the shop’s famous egg nog liquor, 
which is very popular at Easter.

One visit to any of Munich's 
treasured purveyor shops will no 
doubt earn your seal of approval. •
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Cheap Thrills
IN NEW ZEALAND

Down Under beauty offers affordable options

NEW ZEALAND is one of the 
most beautiful places on the 
planet but it’s also one of the 
most expensive places to vis-
it if you stay in four and five-

star hotels.
With a little know-how, though, this land 

Down Under can be budget friendly, es-
pecially if you travel here in the shoulder 
seasons (September, October, Novem-
ber, March, April and May), which, by the 
way, is also the most beautiful time of the 
year to visit.

Finding your way around New Zealand 
is easy.  People are friendly and helpful, 

STORY BY HEATHER HINCHCLIFFE

Beachfront cottages in New Zealand are very affordable 
and they allow you to enjoy the country's natural beauty.,
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For tips on how to vacation better visit Sunwing.ca

Save   35%  
on top-rated vacation packages  
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local produce is plentiful and reasonably priced, and 
it’s possible to enjoy million-dollar scenery for no cost 
at all. And New Zealand is great for solo female travel-
lers because it’s so safe and welcoming.

Here’s my recommendations on how you can enjoy 
all New Zealand has to offer without going broke:

Beaches and beach houses

Renting a privately owned holiday home (known 
as a "bach" in the North Island, or "crib" in the South 
Island) is a good way to be self-sufficient and to get 
into the Kiwi way of life. New Zealand’s largest holi-
day home business, Bachcare, has more than 1,300 
holiday homes in its books, covering all the popular 
regions. Depending on location and type of accom-
modation, a three-bedroom holiday house – just a 
short walk from the beach – could cost about $200 
NZD ($178 CDN) per night, though rates may vary ac-
cording to the season.

Apartments or motels

Aside from Airbnb options, New Zealand's contem-
porary serviced apartments or motels (literally motor 
hotels) are also a good value for the savvy traveller. A 
two-bedroom unit, complete with kitchen and laun-
dry facilities, can be secured from as little as $75 NZD 
per person per night, depending on the location. 
Many have flat-screen TVs, good sound systems and 
the latest kitchen gadgets. They're also often in idyllic 
locations, so they offer a better than "home away from 
home" accommodation option. 

Backpackers and flashpackers

Whether you're carrying a pack or pulling a suitcase, 
there's no need to pay top hotel prices for good, 
clean, affordable accommodation in New Zealand.

Backpacker hostels can be found in almost every 
town and city, and range from a shared dormitory 
experience for as little as $20-25 NZD per night to a 
more sophisticated stay in a "flashpacker" lodge or 
VIP backpacker resort. More upmarket flashpacker 
lodges have a higher level of comfort and are likely to 
cost around $100 NZD per night for a double room 
with ensuite. 

Facilities in hostels or lodges vary as much as the 
locations – some are beachside, peaceful and remote 
and others are vibrant and lively, offering a great so-
cial experience. Age is no barrier (more than 10 per 
cent of people staying in backpacker hostels in New 
Zealand are over 40) and many places have family 
rooms – making hostels a fun and friendly option for 
families and friends.

Self-Drive

New Zealand is an easy place to get around under 
your own steam and heading into the rural areas can 
be a cheaper option than a city stay. Farmstays and 
B&Bs are dotted throughout the country, and coastal 
areas are well-served with budget accommodation. 
Many visitors are pleasantly surprised that rates are 
quoted per room, not per person. 

Kiwi experience

Travellers wanting independence and flexibility 
swear by Kiwi Experience, a transport network which 
links New Zealand's scenic and adventure attractions. 
Driver guides, who are local characters and experi-
enced travellers themselves, will do everything from 
booking your accommodation and activities to pro-
viding in-depth commentary, entertainment and trav-
el advice. Kiwi Experience was set up in 1989 and has 
carried more than half a million passengers over mil-
lions of kilometres – often to off-the-beaten-track lo-
cations – with a hop-on, hop-off system that provides 
maximum flexibility.

Campervans and motorhomes

Adopting the "house on your back" idea, camper-
vans are one of the most popular ways to explore 
New Zealand. It's possible to pick up a van on one 
island and drop it off on the other, saving time and 
increasing flexibility.

Walking and hiking

One of the best ways to enjoy New Zealand's land-
scape and to explore its vast wilderness areas is on 
foot. Energetic hikers (New Zealanders call them 
trampers) can discover glacier-carved valleys, traverse 
mountain passes and volcanic landscapes, while the 
more sedate day-walker can explore golden beaches, 
bush walks and other sites of scenic interest. 

About one-third of New Zealand's sparsely pop-
ulated land has been set aside in National Parks or 
reserves for the benefit and enjoyment of the public 
and the increasing numbers of eco-tourists. 

While opportunities for exploration exist all over the 
country, nine destinations are recognized as being 
special and have been designated as "Great Walks" 
by the Department of Conservation (DOC).  

On overnight hikes, you can either "rough it" by 
sleeping out in tents or in one of the 950 communal 
hikers' huts – or you can choose a trail that offers a 
fully guided experience with lodge-style accommo-
dation and gourmet meals. •
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Colourful

UBA

Left to right, wall art by an artist known as #403215, one of Yulier Rodríguez’ images, and a Braulio Fabian Lopez Hernandez piece.

Island nation's 
creative artists
decorate walls 
and museums 
around Havana

STORY & PHOTOS BY DAVID LATT

Cuba's dusty roads
are jammed with 
colourful vintage 
American cars.
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In the Museum of Fine Arts, a painting by Mariano Rodri-
guez, Frutas y realidad no. 13 (1970).

Graffiti depicting the island of Cuba on the corner of a 
building in central Havana.

Milk carton graffiti on a metal doorway in Old Havana.

HAVANA — I check in at the classic Hotel 
Nacional and head to the landmark sea 
wall known as the Malécon. I know I 
shouldn’t stand close to the stone wall 
that holds back the sea but I can’t resist 

taking a photograph of the clouds over the churn-
ing water. And I can’t avoid getting doused by a 
towering spray of sea water that crashes over the 
sea wall. I don’t care. I love being back in Havana. 
I’m ready for new adventures.

After several visits to Cuba’s vibrant capital, on 
this trip it’s easy to see that tourism has increased, 
thanks to an influx of U.S. tourists. The classic 
1950s American cars are shinier than ever and 
the tourist-friendly Old City (Habana Vieja) has 
gotten a fresh coat of paint. 

Speaking of colour, two museums that are a 
must-see on my trips to Havana are the Museum 
of the Revolution (Museo de la Revolution) and 
the National Museum of Fine Arts (Museo Nacion-
al de Bellas Artes — Arte Cubano), which sit across 
the street from each other. Both offer me a unique 
vision into the Cuban experience. 

My footsteps echo on the marble floors of the  
Museum of the Revolution in rooms where Cu-
ba’s last dictator,  Fulgencio Batista, entertained 
guests. Built in 1920 as the presidential palace, 
Fidel Castro famously said of the handsome ed-
ifice: “I never liked this building … we are going 
to try to make the people love the building.” 

Castro did that by transforming a symbol of the 
dictatorship  into a celebration of Cuba’s strug-
gles with Spain and the United States. Today, 
glass fronted displays tell the history of the rev-
olution, especially the details of the 1961 Bay of 
Pigs invasion. 

In a large plaza outside the building, there are 
artefacts from those struggles. Tanks, propel-
ler-driven fighter planes and anti-aircraft missiles 
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The Museum of Fine Arts showcases a gallery of 19th-century paintings. The museum displays works by Cuban and foreign artists.

sit alongside the make-shift weap-
ons of the revolution, an armoured 
delivery truck and a tractor. Bullet 
holes testify to the combat they 
suffered.

The Museum of Fine Arts is de-
voted to works by Cuban artists, 
or works created by foreign artists 
while they were in Cuba. Arranged 
chronologically, the tour begins on 
the top floor.  The earliest paint-
ings, landscapes from the 16th and 
17th centuries, depict the island as 
an exotic paradise. 

As Cuba has evolved, so have the 
stories told by artists. Wealthy co-
lonial aristocrats are portrayed like 
their Spanish cousins, regal, digni-
fied and wise. 

Tapping into the island’s sensual-
ity, Guillermo Collazo (1850-1896) 
created voluptuous landscapes 
and sensuous portraits of women. 

I spend hours in the galleries, 
enjoying striking, vivid images by 
modern artists like Mariano Ro-
dríguez, Alfredo Sosabravo, Pe-
dro Pablo Oliva and the amazing 
Antonio Eligio Fernández, better 
known as Tonel. Their deeply mov-
ing paintings rival the work of the 
best artists from around the world. 

Cuban creativity is not confined 
to museums, though. Walking 
around Havana, I love seeing the 
work of street artists who paint on 
walls cracked with age, corrugated 
metal fences and temporary con-
struction sites. 

To find their art, I visit neighbour-
hoods outside the tourist areas. I 
compulsively walk kilometres each 
day into areas where fruit and fresh 
vegetables are sold on wooden 

carts and laundry hangs from lines 
stretched across balconies. 

The artists I like the most employ 
humour in their images. 

These works sometimes survive 
for only a few days before be-
ing painted over, so I take photo-
graphs of my favourites. After four 
days exploring the city, I collect 
more than a hundred photographs 

to share with friends back home.
Because they risk fines and jail, 

graffiti artists usually work at night. 
Most are anonymous but some art-
ists sign their work. 

Caníbal by Mr Myl is a striking 
character with a green face, dia-
monds for eyes and a mouthful 
of large teeth. The artist called 
#403215 reminds me of Banksy, 
the subversive English artist. Both 
use stencils and both are wickedly 
ironic. In one wall painting, a man 
with a dog’s head walks a dog. In 
another, a man with a wrench for 
a head is held in the air in a fist as 
if signalling victory, but “Help!” is 
written above the hand.

Most graffiti is apolitical or subtly 
political. But not all. Some graffi-
ti artists like Danilo Maldonado, 
known as El Sexto (the Sixth), push 
the boundaries of overt politi-
cal satire and have been jailed or 
forced to leave the country. 

A few graffiti artists use social me-
dia to reach their audiences. Yulier 
Rodríguez (a.k.a. Yulier P) paints 
alien-looking figures with gaping 
mouths and disembodied faces. 
Braulio Fabian Lopez Hernandez, 
known as Fabian, tags his paint-
ings “2+2=5.”  His “Supermalo” is a 
man with his face hidden by a bala-
clava. Both artists have Instagram 
and Facebook pages and sell their 
work in galleries like Taller Comu-
nitario José Martí.

So, when you visit Havana, make 
sure you spend time in the mu-
seums and explore the city away 
from the tourist areas so you can 
discover Cuba’s vibrant art that ex-
plodes with creativity. •

JUST THE FACTS
• To celebrate the creative energy, artists from 
Cuba and around the world will gather for the 
month-long 13th Havana Biennale in 2019 
from April 12 to May 19.

• For art tours of Havana coinciding with the 
2019 Biennial, Google “13th Havana Bienni-
al.”

• Air Canada and a number of charter airlines 
offer non-stop flights to Havana and other 
Cuban cities from Toronto and other major 
Canadian cities.

• Walking outside of Old Havana’s tourist ar-
eas is safe. But wear sensible shoes and look 
down. Potholes are hazards easily avoided. 

• From http://www.maps.me, download an 
interactive Havana map that can be used off-
line.

• Warning: Only drink bottled water.

A portrait of an Afro-Cuban boy on a 
weathered wall in Central Havana.
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A small country
without limits



LE CROTOY, FRANCE — I stand bare-
foot in the soft sands of the Baie de 
Somme in northern France, feeling a 
little bewitched. Around me, my Cana-
dian clan of five and a Parisian family 

of four are walking seven kilometres across the 
bay at low tide, an extraordinary stretch of sea 
and sky, salt marshes and mud flats. But it is 
our guide, naturalist Maxim Marzi, that I can’t 
take my eyes from as he floats through the 
landscape on utter emotion. 

If there is magic in this bay — and I daresay 
there is — he is surely part of it. 

Each magical tide 
is like a new painting

Quick
March Across France's 
Baie de Somme

STORY & PHOTOS BY SHELLEY CAMERON-MCCARRON 
Naturalist Maxim 
Marzi, right, guides 
visitors across 
France's incredible 
Baie de Somme at 
low tide. It's a mag-
ical experience that 
introduces tourists 
to salt marshes, 
mud flats and, yikes, 
quicksand!
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“I love this place,” says Marzi, humming softly 
to himself, spreading his arms open wide, lost 
for a moment in the lure of the vast, ever-chang-
ing natural estuary, with areas of mud flats and 
salt marshes covering almost 70sq km. 

With a tidal range of 11 metres, it’s France’s 
second largest estuary of this type. Not truly 
land or sea, it blurs the lines — land when ex-
posed at low tide, sea when covered by high 
tides.

“Crossing the bay is like an adventure,” says 
Marzi, a local guide, who’s been leading these 
popular three-hour excursions for a decade 
and whose great-grandmother was a fisher-
woman here. 

“You’ll cross a river, climb a micro-cliff, play 
with quicksand, slide on the mud banks and 
cross salt marshes and sheltered areas. The 
landscapes are changing according to the 
place where we are in the bay.

“And you know why? Because it’s modulated 
by the sea two times a day.”

It’s this twice daily tidal bore phenomenon 
that allows visitors to cross at low tide, clam-
ouring down the sandy banks of Le Crotoy, a 
seaside fishing port with a rich pirate history, 
to arrive at Medieval St.-Valery-sur-Somme, a 
cliffside city with connections to William the 
Conqueror. 

“We have to take very good care with the 
tide,” says Marzi, whose respect for the bay is 
always present. “The sea is going so far away 
that we don’t know if she’ll come back. But pay 
attention, she does, at the speed of a gallop-
ing horse. But when it’s low tide, the sea shore 
appears and it’s possible to walk on it for a few 
hours with a guide.”

Near St-Valery, Marzi points out quicksand 
and shows my daughters how to dance around 
and not sink. My husband wades in knee-deep 
to strike a Superman pose after Marzi shows 
him how. Always, he stresses safety. While the 
quicksand can be fun, it’s dangerous if you 
don’t know how to get out and the tide is roll-
ing in.

As we walk through changing landscapes, 
Marzi points out life in the bay — workers for-
aging for samphire, glasswort or sea aster and 
the abundant wildlife. It’s one of the best areas 
for seeing common and grey seals and migra-
tory birds.

The mixture of salt and fresh water in the 
river estuaries makes them rich areas for ani-
mals. Richest of all are the mud flats, filled with 
nutrients and home to invertebrates such as 

Marzi strikes a Superman pose as he stands knee deep in quicksand.

The O Mylle Douceurs is a stone B&B in the charming town of Le Crotoy.
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lugworm, ragworm and corophium shrimp. Wading 
birds, curlew, dunlin, plover, oystercatcher and sand-
erling feed on these invertebrates when the mud is 
exposed. 

Wading into the mud flats is also a strange, yet fun 
sensation. “They call it the black foot,” says Marzi. 

We’re here, walking with Marzi, on the tail end of a 
WWI pilgrimage through northern France. These last 
few days we reserved just for fun.

That’s how we find ourselves passing through a cod-
ed gate into the gardens of O Mylle Douceurs, a stone 
B&B in Le Crotoy that serves a sumptuous breakfast. 
We while away the evening wandering the waterfront, 
having dinner at Le Mascaret, a terrific brasserie.

Come morning, though, we’re frazzled, lost in our 
directions and worried we’ll miss the adventure — in 
the bay the tides wait for no one. I also fear I’ve made 
a mistake not packing water shoes in the precious 
space of our carry-on luggage.  

Worries disappear when we sink our bare feet into 
the sands. 

This soul-nourishing landscape has long inspired 
artists, tourists, and dreamers. Painter Alfred Maness-
ier famously wrote about the bay’s magical light and 
mirror effect. “I saw the Baie de Somme like a light, a 

The delightful guide leads the McCaroon clan in a dance on the magical sands of the Baie de Somme.

mirror of the sky reflected by the wet sands. The eye is 
dazzled by this fusion between sky and sea.”

Marzi says the immensity of the landscapes and 
complexity of lights are something his guests love. 
That, and the wellbeing of the experience, the con-
nection to nature and the exercise. 

“People say the place is authentic,” Marzi says, a per-
fect place to disconnect from everyday life, to share 
time with family and friends. And it’s not so far from 
Paris, Bruxelles, Lille or Reims.

Marzi says he loves how the bay never looks the 
same, depending on the day, and the tide. “Each tide 
is like a new painting.”

The crossing, he says, is a story of water and sedi-
ment. The bay is silting up, a natural process which af-
fects all similar estuaries. The tide brings in sediments 
twice a day but is not strong enough to carry it all out 
to sea. 

Cordgrass, one of the plants rapidly covering mud 
flats, traps sediments helping other salt marsh spe-
cies to spread, so it’s full of sediments, nutrients gen-
erated by erosion.

“You know it’s like Feng Shui,” he says. “The wind 
and the water are elements which have built the land-
scape of the Baie de Somme.” •
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Even on a short stopover, you can see a lot

Chelsea and her daughter arrived early for a soak 
in the soothing thermal waters at the Blue Lagoon 
Geothermal Spa. The world famous facility attracts 
people from around the world to Iceland. 

STORY & PHOTOS BY CHELSEA SHIM SHARMA

REYKJAVIK — Two days in Iceland? No 
problem. Everything you’ve heard 
about the country’s unique natural 
beauty is true. I saw the most spec-
tacular views I have ever seen during 

my short stay. Volcanoes, glaciers, hot springs, 
geysers, waterfalls and tectonic plate borders 
all within a three-hour drive. Iceland is like no 
other country. Whether you have two days or 
two weeks, it lives up to the hype. 

Arriving in Iceland

Icelandair offers stopovers for up to seven 
days to passengers flying across the Atlan-
tic. At no additional cost, it was a no-brainer 
to take advantage of this opportunity on our 
way home from Europe. It is essentially a bo-
nus vacation. We were on borrowed time trav-
elling with a toddler so we opted for a short 

Soaking
  Up Iceland Iceland 
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Chelsea, top photo, discovered that renting a car in Iceland is affordable and allows you 
to wander the backroads to see the country's breathtaking nature up close. On a five-
hour drive on what's known as the Golden Circle, she took the awesome photos above. 

two-night stopover. 
Though our visit was brief, we 

planned an "Iceland in a Nutshell" 
itinerary that allowed us to explore 
just enough to decide we would 
love to return.

We landed at Keflavik Interna-
tional Airport, about a 40-minute 
drive to Reykjavik, Iceland’s capital. 
There is no Uber or Lyft in Iceland 
so keep this in mind when decid-
ing how to get around. A taxi from 
Keflavik to Reykjavik will set you 
back 15,000 króna, ($160 CDN). 
Renting a car at the airport was the 
best decision we made. If you do 
your homework, you can find great 
deals. Our three-day car rental was 
more affordable than a return taxi 
trip to the airport. It also provides 
the freedom to explore Iceland at 
your own pace and is convenient 
if your hotel isn’t in the city centre. 

Exploring Reykjavik

I’m a strong believer that the en-
tirety of Iceland’s beauty lies in the 
countryside. I may be a tougher 
critic than most but my general 
impression of the city was under-
whelming. Reykjavik striked me as 
slightly outdated with a few too 
many sprays of Eau de Sulphur.

Though considering the city’s re-
moteness, you have to appreciate 
it for what it is. Iceland’s breathtak-
ing countryside and natural sites 
speak volumes, so their cities don’t 
have to. 

Despite its small population, 
many rave about Reykjavik’s hop-
ping nightlife. I wouldn’t know 
anything about this since I was in 
bed with my toddler eating Dom-
ino’s by midnight. Domino’s piz-
za in Iceland? I know what you’re 
thinking: in a country known for 
its wild lamb, hearty soups and 
local seafood, eating Dominos is 
blasphemous. Most kitchens were 
closed by 10 p.m. and late-night 
options were limited. Eating at a 
reasonable time opens the doors 
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to delightful Icelandic cuisine. Dining in the city can 
be pricey but some popular cheap eats are Reykjavik 
lamb hot dogs with brown mustard, traditional lamb 
stew and fresh cod fired up on the street. 

The Golden Circle

Travelling the Golden Circle —  a 300km journey — is 
the most efficient route to appreciate Iceland in limit-
ed time. Hop in the car and give yourself five hours to 
see, explore and photograph Iceland’s natural won-
ders. The drive itself is three-hours long. 

I had the pleasure of passing wild horses, herds of 
sheep and the occasional seasoned hiker roaming 
the landscape. The route showcases spectacular nat-
ural sites, including the famous Great Geysir, Gullfoss 
Waterfall and Thingvellir National Park. The Golden 
Circle is full of surprises with volcanoes, glaciers, hot 
springs and rolling hills along the way. This serene 
drive is an absolute must-do. 

The Northern Lights

Iceland is one of the best places in the world to see 
the Northern Lights.

A hopeful view of the aurora borealis is one of the 
main draws for travellers. After two unsuccessful at-
tempts, I will advise against making this the single 
motivating factor to visit — nature is unpredictable. 
Visiting between October and March and driving out 
to desolate locations with no light pollution will max-
imize your chances of seeing this natural phenome-
na.  It’s worth a shot; you may get lucky and catch a 
glimpse. But If you don’t, just remember that there is 
so much more to Iceland than the Northern Lights. 

Blue Lagoon Geothermal Spa 

Easily one of Iceland’s most popular attractions, the 
Blue Lagoon should be on your itinerary. Contrary to 
what many think, it is not a natural hot spring. It is a 
man-made lagoon fed by run-off water from a geo-
thermal plant. It doesn’t sound luxurious, but you’ll 
eat your words once you’re floating in 38C, milky blue, 
mineral-rich water. Attendants roam the lagoon offer-
ing complimentary silica masks and the swim-up bars 
offers cocktails and Icelandic Skyr smoothies. With a 
drink in hand surrounded by volcanic rock, warm blue 
waters and picturesque surroundings,this was relax-
ation at its finest — even with a baby.  

We booked our visit months in advance to reserve 
an early morning time slot. It’s best to enjoy a few qui-
et hours before the crowds rush in around noon. The 
price per adult is 85 euro ($135 CDN) and children 
must be at least 2 years old to enter and are free up to 

the age of 13. We may have exaggerated our daugh-
ter’s age because this was one attraction I wasn’t go-
ing to miss, and rightfully so.

Travelling to Iceland was eye-opening. As a former 
"couldn’t care less about nature" person, my perspec-
tive has shifted. I hope to return to explore more of 
this country’s endless beauty. •

Taking long walks in the incredibly beautiful wilderness with her 
daughter and tasting Iceland's great food kept our writer busy.
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The pristine shoreline at The 
Abaco Club is as inviting as its 
signature cocktail, the Abaco 
Smile, right, which puts a smile 
on everyone's face.

STORY & PHOTOS BY MARC ATCHISON

GRAND ABACO, BAHAMAS 
— I wander into Flippers 
Restaurant  on a glorious sun-
drenched Bahamian day and 
Theresa, the woman standing 

in the room’s sunken bar, greets me with an 
Abaco Smile.

It’s the most intoxicating “smile” I’ve ever 
been offered.

An “Abaco Smile,” you see, is actually a 
potent Pina Coloda made with mangos, 
tropical juices and copious amounts of rum. 

One sip of the sweet, milky cocktail quick-
ly brings a smile to my face.

“It’s our signature drink,” says the delight-
ful Theresa, Flippers’ chief mixologist and a 

You're at the 
Abaco Club
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Accommodation 
at The Abaco Club 
ranges from luxury 
estate homes to 
charming guest villas 
near the fabulous 
golf club.

native of this beautiful boomerang-shaped island that 
juts out of the Atlantic just east of Grand Bahama Is-
land.

Another popular cocktail with members and guests 
of the exclusive Abaco Club at remote Winding Bay 
is one named after the mixologist. Theresa’s Punch is 
made with lots of white rum, coconut rum, triple sec 
and tropical juices — it really does pack a punch.

“My punch makes people smile, too,” laughs There-
sa, an 11-year veteran of The Abaco Club, which is the 
vacation home of rock star diplomats, golfers, enter-
tainers and business executives.

Exotic cocktails, however, are not the only things 
that make people smile when they’re at The Abaco 
Club. The fabulous vacation resort, which opened in 
2004, also features:
• The best links-style golf course in the Caribbean; 
• A fine dining restaurant, the Cliff House, that would 
not look out of place in culinary capitals like Paris or 
New York; 
• A pristine beach that 
drifts off into the tur-
quoise Caribbean surf; 
• Luxury homes and vil-
las  perched high on cliffs 
so guests can truly ap-
preciate the surrounding 
seascape;
• And a plethora of ac-
tivities that keep guests 
busy between this is-
land’s spectacular sunris-
es and sunsets.

The Abaco Club was the vision of English entrepre-
neur Peter de Savery, who hiked through the island’s 
protected pine forest to find the ideal location for his 
members-only resort at Winding Bay, which is famous 
for its turtle and parrot populations. He later sold the 
property to Ritz-Carlton, who in turn sold it to the pres-
ent owners, Boston-based Southworth Development.

Everything at The Abaco Club is first class, starting 
with the remarkable golf course, a collaboration be-
tween renowned U.K. architects Donald Steel and 
Tom Mackenzie and governed now by charming golf 
director Brian Shaver and his faithful dog Gumbo.

“I’m originally from Louisiana,” says Shaver in a 
sweet southern drawl, “so Gumbo seemed like a 
good name for my dog (a handsome white German 
shepherd who sits on a golf cart guarding the prac-
tice area where the director gives lessons).”

The remarkable thing about The Abaco Club’s golf 
course is its impeccable conditioning. That, despite 
being under constant barrage by trade winds, sea 
spray and the blustering Caribbean sun. To compen-
sate for the challenges, the designers planted stur-
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Teeing off on the elevated 
17th hole, with its Atlantic 
Ocean backdrop, is very 
special. Darren Clarke's Ryder 
Cup golf cart, above,  holds a 
place of honour at Abaco.

dy paspalum grass on the rolling 
fairways and undulating greens 
and the incredible results must be 
seen to be appreciated. Of course, 
the fact there’s only about 4,000 
rounds played here annually helps 
keep the course in tip-top shape.

While this Scottish links-style 
course is void of the troublesome 
fescue found on the opposite side 
of the Atlantic, the designers did 
add plenty of fairway pot bunkers 
and troublesome tee-to-green 
waste bunkers to compensate.

There’s not a bad hole on this 
course but several — the seaside 
5th, 16th, 17th and 18th — have 
been mentioned alongside the 
best golf holes on the planet. In 
fact, CNN rates the par-4 5th as 
one of the top three holes in the 
world. And that’s not fake news.

This course is so special, Ireland’s 
legendary PGA star Darren Clarke 
bought a home here just so he can 
play it on a regular basis.

“We get PGA stars here all the 
time,” says Shaver. “Darren is a big 

supporter of the club and spends a 
lot of time here.”

Clarke, captain of the winning 
2016 European Ryder Cup team, 
is so proud of his relationship with 
this golf course he donated the 
motorized golf cart he rode on 
during the 2016 Ryder Cup to The 
Abaco Club. It now holds a place 
of honour in a colourful hut off the 
first tee for all to see.

There’s a wow moment on just 
about every hole at The Abaco 
Club and the seaside brilliance 

Abaco Club members and guests get to meet local celebrities like Clint Kemp, 
left, who teaches fly fishing, Annie Albury, centre, whose family has been making 
canvas bags on nearby Man-O-War Island since the 1600s, and Chef BJ, right, 
who rules over the kitchen at the Club's fine dining restaurant, the Cliff House.
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that runs alongside many of the 
holes truly tests a player’s concen-
tration. Accurate tee shots are a 
must and approach shots better 
land short of the pin because hold-
ing the sloped greens is tough.

The last three holes, perched 
high on sea cliffs, are especially 
breathtaking and the perfect end-
ing to a perfect golf experience.

Golf is just one of the many sport-
ing activities offered at The Abaco 
Club. The reefs just off the resort 
are perfect for divers and snorkel-
ers to explore and avid sport fish-
ers like Clarke rate The Abaco Club 
as one of the top fly fishing spots in 
the world.

“Darren likes fly fishing as much, 
maybe more, than golf,” Clint 
Kemp, a local fly fishing instructor 
tells me.

Kemp’s family roots on Grand Ab-
aco Island date back to the early 
1600s when they landed here from 
England. “Our family was granted 
land in the Bahamas by the English 
king of the day and we never left.”

Kemp says fly fishing is becoming 
the fastest growing sport among 
top executives (both male and fe-
male) because “it allows them to 
decompress.”

The waters off The Abaco Club 
are teaming with bone fish, a fiesty 
variety that are very fast and strong. 
While they may not be good to eat, 
bone fish apparently put up a hel-
luva fight and can bend a rod in 
half before being caught and re-
leased.

“Darren is an excellent fly fisher-
man because the wrist action and 
upper body movement we use in 
our sport is very much like what a 
golfer uses,” says Kemp, who offers 
lessons to Abaco Club members 
and their guests.

The hundreds of islands, or cays, 
that make up this area of the Ba-
hamas known as the Abacos, have 
become hideouts for the rich and 
famous. Prince Shah Karim Al Hus-
saini’s – the Aga Khan – sprawling 
vacation estate where Canadian 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is 
a regular visitor occupies one of 
those cays just off Grand Abaco 
Island.

The Abacos are also a popular 
destination for sailors who like to 
anchor their vessels in the reef-
filled waters so they can dive and 
snorkel with the tropical fish that 
hang out at the colourful natural 
wonders.

Many of the settlements on the 
cays offer safe harbour for vessels 
and have fascinating histories of 
their own. There’s no better exam-
ple of that than Man-O-War, a cay 
that provided safe haven for those 
who wanted to remain loyal to the 
British crown during the American 
Revolutionary War.

One of the earliest arrivals on 
Man-O-War was the Albury family, 
who became master sail makers. 
Annie Albury, a fifth generation 
descendent of those immigrants, 
spends her days at a sewing ma-
chine in a harbour-side shop mak-
ing colourful bags out of canvas.

“We used to make the bags out 
of old sails,” the ageless wonder 
tells me.

There’s just enough time before 
dinner to enjoy a treatment in The 
Abaco Club’s lovely spa, governed 
by expert therapists who deliver all 
the latest treatments. As part of its 
modernization of The Abaco Club, 

Southworth Development is plan-
ning to enlarge the spa, which sits 
opposite The Cliff House, The Aba-
co Club’s fine dining restaurant.

As the name implies, the elevat-
ed Cliff House sits high above the 
winding bay and the only thing 
better than its menu is its romantic 
setting.

Chef BJ rules the kitchen at The 
Cliff House and he and his staff put 
a Caribbean twist of many tradi-
tional dishes.

“I think you’ll like my Bahamian 
lobster tails,” says Chef, who in-
fuses the dish with just the right 
amounts of curry, rum and cream. 
Yum!

The freshness of the seafood, 
much of which is caught offshore 
hours before being served, is the 
secret to Chef’s success. However, 
the grilled steaks featured on The 
Cliff House menu are equally ap-
petizing.

All that The Abaco Club offers 
comes at a price, of course. Homes 
and soon-to-be-built lowrise con-
do residences start well north of 
$1 million (U.S.) and membership 
fees for residents cost $100,000. 

An international membership will 
cost you just $15,000 but limits you 
and your guests to 20 tee times a 
year.

The Abaco Club sure gives you 
lots to smile about. •

Club's charming dock area will be getting a makeover so it can handle bigger yachts.
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Riding

HIGHHIGH
in the Andes
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The colourful fabrics created by the people of the Andes become treasured tourist keepsake.

PUNO, PERU — High in the An-
des, the sunlight bounces off 
the calm waters of Lake Titicaca, 
creating a mesmerizing visual 
that freezes me in my tracks for 

a few special moments.
The lake, considered sacred to the In-

cas, is the place where the creator god 
Viracoca supposedly rose up from the 

lake to create the sun, moon, stars and 
the first human beings. At least that's 
the legend. Recently, though, a large 
temple, estimated to be 1,000 to 1,500 
years old, was discovered submerged in 
the lake by archeologists, adding to its 
mystery.

I dare say, the area does possess a cer-
tain magical quality that defies reason 

Trip to Lake Titicaca a ride back in time
STORY & PHOTOS BY GALE BEEBY

The five-star 
Andean Explorer
allows foreigners to 
see everday life in the 
Andes. The train cuts 
through some breath-
taking landscape and 
introduces visitors to 
an ancient lifestyle 
that remains vibrant in 
a modern world. 
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A shepherd tends to his flock in the high 
Andes, top photo, while above, Uru women 
pluck a famingo that got caught in some fish-
ing nets by mistake, and prepare it for their 
dinner — waste not, want not is their motto.

— some even say that aliens and 
angels live here. I didn’t see any 
myself, but I certainly did feel an-
gelic floating in a Uru vessel (a.k.a. 
fat boat ) made of reeds.

The Uru, or Uros, are the indig-
enous people of Peru and Boliv-
ia who still live on one of the 120 
floating reed islands on Lake Tit-
icaca. The purpose of the islands 
was originally defensive — if there 
was a threat, the island could be 
moved or abandoned. It’s a way of 
life the Uru still maintain today.

As I stepped ashore on one of 
the islands, carefully helped off 
the boat by islander Diego, I felt 
my feet slightly sink into the reedy 
ground.

“Don’t worry,” Diego assured me, 
“you won’t sink, and neither will 
the island.”

The Uru use bundles of dried 
totora reeds to make their islands, 
the largest of which can house 
about 10 families.

Diego and his compatriots 
demonstrated how the islands are 
constructed and maintained. The 
bed is made from the dense roots 
of the reeds, which are tightly in-
terwoven into a bottom layer that 
are about one to two metres thick. 

dered tapestries, quilts, woven 
fabrics and other handmade crafts.  
The constant traffic over the reeds, 
however, means maintenance 
needs to be done more frequently 
these days.

During my visit, three women — 
matriarchs of their families — were 
preparing a flamingo for dinner. 
It’s not a bird that they would nor-
mally dine on, but the bright pink 
specimen got itself caught in some 
fishing lines and thus was going to 

They are then anchored with ropes 
attached to sticks driven into the 
lake bed.

The bottom reeds rot quickly, so 
every three months new reeds are 
added to the top. 

Each island has a lifespan of 
about 30 years. Then the process 
begins again.

Tourism has become the main 
source of income for the Uru and 
visits always involve a show-and-
tell of exquisite hand-embroi-
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be stewed for that night’s meal.
“They’re tough,” one of the women said as she 

plucked the pretty pink feathers. “So we’ll boil it for 
a long time and let it get tender. Add enough chilies 
and it will be eatable.”

Half the fun of my excursion to Lake Titicaca was the 
trip here from Aguas Calientes, the town at the base 
of the incredible historic site Machu Picchu, to Puno 
on the shores of Lake Titicaca. We made the journey 
aboard the Andean Explorer, rated the most luxurious 
train trip in South America and one of the best of its 
kind in the world.

Designed in the style of the Pullman trains of the 
1920s, this service earns five stars in every way. 
From the exquisitely comfortable wingback chairs, 
the meals served on fine china, the linens that grace 
the tables that are topped with silverware and crys-
tal glasses, this train exceeds all expectations. Not to 
mention the impeccable lunch prepared with a fusion 
of local ingredients and served by attentive and infor-
mative staff.

That’s what’s inside the train. The real star of the 
show, though, is what’s framed in the carriage win-
dow. The high Andean Plateau is indeed eye candy 
for the soul.

The train features an open-air observation car at the 
back, which allowed us to take pictures of the majes-
tic views all the while enjoying live performances of 
classical Peruvian Highland music and dancing in the 
lounge.

There are a number of trips available on the Andean 
Explorer — the two- and three-day trips feature sleep-
er cabins that look more like luxury hotel rooms. We 
opted for a one-day excursion aboard the PeruRail 
Titicaca.

During the 10½-hour ride, we made a stop at Urcos, 

high in the Andes, where we were treated to a local 
market where men and women sold their hand-knit 
alpaca and llama sweaters, mitts, hats and gloves, 
brightly-coloured woven fabrics and other handi-
works, like traditional Peruvian Highland hats and 
regalia.  There were also plenty of local snacks and 
sweets. But for me — an obsessive knitter — it was the 
yarn that stood out in the stalls. Hand spun and dyed, 
the alpaca fibre was extraordinarily squishy and soft. I 
can’t wait to knit it up!

It was also in Urcos that, according to another leg-
end, local chieftains hid the Inca’s gold to prevent it 
from falling in the hands of the Spanish invaders. But 
that’s a whole other story.

As we boarded the train and set off again, we 
climbed to 4,320m — the highest point along the trip 
— where even in the summer months snow falls and 
covers the Andean peaks. Descending from the high 
plateau, we saw what appeared to be a never-ending 
stretch of pastures filled and shepherds, seemingly 
lost in time.

Women — some had babies strapped to their backs 
— and men were wearing traditional Peruvian high-
land garb as they tended their sheep, llamas and al-
pacas. I could see other workers in the fields digging 
up one of the over 3,800 (you read that right) varieties 
of potatoes that are native to Peru. Potatoes, you see, 
were domesticated as early as 10,000 years ago in 
the high Andes of Peru and Bolivia and the Spanish 
brought them back to Europe in the 1500s.

Also originating in the high Andes is corn — there 
are the 55 varieties in Peru alone — as well as chilies, 
tomatoes, peanuts, pima cotton, cassava and pineap-
ple. Peru also grows five main varieties of quinoa and 
has identified 20,000 species.

No wonder the food in Peru is so amazing. •

Tourists get some great alpaca and llama scarfs and sweaters at a local market.

JUST THE FACTS
• Cost for the one-day Ande-
an Explorer starts at about 
$210 (U.S.), with three-day 
trips starting at $3,000. Cost 
is determined on time of year. 
https://www.perurail.com/

Air Canada offers direct flights 
from Toronto to Lima. 
https://www.aircanada.com

For information on Peru, go to 
https://www.peru.travel
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    $500
  SAVE UP TO

*

Save a bundle
 when you bundle.

CMYK
100 - 43 - 0 - 65

See how much you can save by booking 
flight and hotel together on Expedia.ca. 



Brando's
Treasured Island
Polynesian paradise the movie icon 
purchased  is now a luxury resort that 
respects his environmental visions

Marlon Brando, who is best remembered for his 
starring role in The Godfather, died in 2004 
and never got to see his island resort completed. 
The Brando, as it's known, stays true to the star's 
committment to the environment
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The Brando stays true to its Polynesian roots, with a simple design but offers fabulous service.

Brando purchased the 12-island atoll in 1999 and the resort is nestled on 193 acres and features 35 beahcfront villas.

The Brando treats you feel like a movie star

TETIAROA, FRENCH POLYNESIA —
For legendary actor Marlon Brando, 
who died in 2004, paradise began 
with a discovery and a dream. While 
filming the 1962 historical classic Mu-

tiny on the Bounty in French Polynesia, the Os-
car-winning actor found nirvana in the form of 
a 12-island atoll known as Tetiaroa and made 

it his home (falling in love with his 19-year-old 
co-star in the process). 

A devout environmentalist, Brando’s ultimate 
dream was to create a space that was a mod-
el for sustainability and a centre for education 
and research that could be enjoyed by visitors 
and residents alike. 

Partnering with hotelier and Tahiti resident 

STORY & PHOTOS BY CATHY WHITLOCK
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Richard Bailey in 1999, the pair 
developed the world’s first luxu-
ry eco-carbon resort, a successful 
marriage of five-star understated 
glam and preservation. The result 
is The Brando, where simplicity 
and tranquility coexist beautifully 
with the environment. 

Nestled in the dunes on 193 
acres, the 35 beachfront villas (one, 
two and three bedrooms) sit on the 
lagoon, each with their own infinity 
plunge pool, outdoor tub, private 
outdoor dining cabana and living 
and media rooms. 

Designed by the French archi-
tectural firm Pierre-Jean Picart, the 
overall theme is one of living in a 
Polynesian “smart hut” with all the 
modern and elegant sensibilities 
while paying a nod to the Polyne-
sian heritage.

Located on a lagoon 50km north-
east of Tahiti, Brando was not the 
only luminary to be captured by 
the crystal aquamarine waters 
and sandy-white beaches. Former 
President Barack Obama worked 
on his memoirs for six weeks at 
the resort while actor Leonardo Di-
Caprio and Johnny Depp (a close 
friend of Brando, he can often be 
found in the kitchen visiting the 
staff or at the beachfront bar) are 
also regulars. And since the only 
way to reach The Brando is by a 
picturesque postcard perfect ride 
on an eight-passenger private 
plane, British Royal sister Pippa 
Middleton found the privacy of the 
resort perfect for the first leg of her 
honeymoon. 

The real star is the island itself, 
where green sea turtles, lemon 
sharks, manta rays and an assort-
ment of colourful tropical fish and 
birds share the sacred space. 

Island time takes on a new mean-
ing, where the words unplug and 
unwind are the order of the day. 

While the days can be simply 
tranquil, activities are as varied as 
the island’s flora and fauna. An af-
ternoon bike ride (each villa comes 
with its own two-wheeled trans-

port along with golf carts – no cars 
are allowed), snorkelling, paddle 
boarding, diving and sailing are 
worthy pursuits. 

Located just a short boat ride 
away, guests can visit Bird Island 
where thousands of birds call the 
untouched motu home and you 
can catch an up-close and per-
sonal glimpse of frigate birds and 
noddies. Or unwind at the Varua Te 
Ora Spa where you can enjoy a Ta-
hitian tamanu oil scrub treatment 
in a suspended driftwood-woven 
tree house known as fare manu 
(home of the bird) or a coconut oil 
massage in rooms that literally re-
sembles a giant bird’s nest.

If you want an educational ex-
perience, visit the library and Ex-
plorer’s Center where you can 
study Polynesian culture, history 
and island life and take classes 
in the Polynesian language and 
learn how to paint your own pareu 
(printed sarong). 

For the ecologically-minded, a 
tour of the facilities showcases 
how the resort became the first to 
achieve Net Zero energy use by 
turning renewable resources such 
as coconut oil, solar and biofuels 
into energy, and piping seawa-
ter into the land for air condition-
ing. Researchers from all over the 
world also visit the ocean univer-
sity to study Tetiaroa’s unique ma-
rine environment. 

The Brando’s main restaurant, 

Les Mutinés, offers Polynesian-in-
spired East/West fusion with clas-
sic French dishes from award-win-
ning Chef Guy Martin of Le Grand 
Véfour in Paris. Designed with a 
ceiling that resembles a boat, the 
feeling is one of dining on a lagoon 
with a world-class wine cellar. 

The resort opened its latest 
restaurant, Nami, last fall and there 
guests can experience land and 
sea cuisine prepared on a teppa-
nyaki iron griddle by Japanese 
Chef Kaito Nakamura. And be sure 
to toast Brando at the end of the 
day with a cocktail at the thatched 
roof Bob’s Bar (named after Bran-
do’s assistant Bob,  who he shared 
many a drink and a laugh with at 
the original Dirty Old Bob’s beach 
bar). 

Sadly, the actor did not live to 
see his dream come to life as he 
passed away 14 years before the 
opening. But he summed it up best 
when he said: “Tetiaroa is beautiful 
beyond my capacity to describe. 
One could say that Tetiaroa is the 
tincture of the South Seas.” •

JUST THE FACTS

• Room rates starts at $843 Cdn per night.

• Info: https:thebrando.com

• Getting there: Fly from Tahiti / Info:
https:www.tahititourisme.com

The island's crystal-clear 
waters are the perfect
escape from reality.
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Oh, Man!
Self-governing 

British dependency
an island of surprises

ISLE OF MAN — I hadn’t reckoned on the wallabies. 
After all, this is an island in the Irish Sea, not Aus-
tralia. In fact, I didn’t believe the guide at first when 
he said there are around 120 wallabies living here. 
Then suddenly, I saw a couple for myself bouncing 

around in the shrubbery.
We came upon the kangaroo’s cousin while on a 

guided wildlife walk in the Ballaugh Curragh — the lat-
ter is a Gaelic word meaning marshland or wetland. 
The reason the wallabies are here is because 30 odd 
years ago, two escaped from a wildlife park in the is-
land’s north. 

These herbivores now thrive here because there are 
no predators on the Isle of Man.

Wallabies aside, this is an island of surprises. For in-
stance, it has 26 officially recognized dark sky discov-
ery sites.  

Then there’s the fact the island was awarded UNES-
CO status as a world biosphere region — the first en-
tire island nation to gain this accolade, a recognition 
that this lovely island is a world-class environment. It’s 
a combination of heritage, culture, nature and wildlife, 
as well as boasting a robust, diverse economy.  

The Isle of Man is home to the world’s most danger-

STORY & PHOTOS BY GILLY PICKUP

Wallibies are not native to the Isle of Man but the 
runaway cousin of the kangaroo is one of the big-
gest tourist draws.
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From top:  The seafront at 
Douglas, the island's capital,  a 
resident at the Home for retired 
horses, a vintage steam engine 
that is still in use today.

ous motocycle race, too, the Tourist Trophy 
(TT) Races. Thrill seekers flock to the island 
every year at the end of May to take in the 
thrills and spills of the high-speed race.

On a slower note, part of this island’s 
charm is its varied and unique forms of pub-
lic transport. Hugging the coast from the 
island’s small capital Douglas to the town 
of Ramsey in the north, is the 125-year-old 
electric railway. I found it a novel way to see 
parts of the island not accessible by road. 
The route goes via Laxey, home to one of 
the world’s largest water wheels, and from 
there the railway ascends to the summit of 
the island’s only mountain, Snaefell.  

There is a steam railway, too, dating back 
to 1874. It’s still using its original engines 
and rolling stock. 

Then there’s the trammers, the strong 
Shires and Clydesdale horses who keep 
trams on the move in Douglas during sum-
mer. Horse lovers like me needn’t be too 
concerned about their welfare as I was 
told they work a maximum of three days 
a week, doing two daily return trips along 
the prom. Then they have the rest of the 
year off. 

On retirement, the equines go to live with 
other elderly horses, ponies and donkeys 
at the Home of Rest for Old Horses on the 
outskirts of Douglas. Of course, I had to 
visit the facility to meet its residents, all of 
whom I discovered have a sweet temper-
ament. If visitors want, they can buy bags 
of horse treats from the gift shop to feed 
them. Also on site is a café and museum.

Then I was off to Castletown, the island’s 
ancient capital, a town with many heritage 
attractions, including the Old House of 
Keys, former home of the Manx parliament, 
which moved to Douglas in 1874. Inciden-
tally, this was the first national parliament 
to give women the vote in a general elec-
tion in 1881. 

They like the quirky here and an annu-
al fun event, which has taken place in the 
harbour since 1971, is the World Tin Bath 
Racing Championship.  It attracts around 
100 entrants from all over the world. As the 
name suggests, competitors paddle in a tin 
bath which is allowed to have one wooden 
outrigger and two buoyancy aids attached. 
Money raised from entry fees goes to local 
charities. 

Besides tin baths, the town is dominated 
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by Castle Rushen, an excellently preserved Medieval 
castle, once home to the kings and lords of Mann and 
now a museum and educational centre.

Also on my agenda was Peel, a small cathedral city 
on the west coast of the island. While there, I visited 
the Manx Transport Museum, smallest of the island’s 
museums and brimming with unusual exhibits such 
as the P50 car from 1962. It is the world’s smallest 
road-legal car ever made. 

While in Peel I also visited the House of Manannan, 
named in honour of an ancient sea god. Inside I wan-
dered through reconstructions of sailmaker and coo-

per shops and even a kipper yard, complete with au-
thentic smells. 

For those who prefer the outdoors, Peel also offers 
pristine sands, an 18-hole golf course, scintillating 
sunsets and fabulous ice cream. It has a castle, now in 
ruins, which has housed some celebrated prisoners, 
including Eleanor, Duchess of Gloucester, who was 
accused of treason and sorcery against English King 
Henry V1. Now they say her ghost haunts the cathe-
dral crypt. Legend maybe, but not too hard to believe 
when dusk falls and the cathedral and castle ruins are 
outlined eerily against the sky.  •

The harbour 
as Castletown, 
above, is picture 
perfect. Left, 
the island's 
parliament 
building. Right, 
the legendary 
Peel P50 auto — 
circa 1962 — is 
displayed at the 
Manx Transport 
Museum.
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Get to know the  
most delicious cities, 
one dish at a time.



HOUSES
A look inside RoyalA look inside Royal

Henry VIII's Hampton Court Palace.
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LAST SPRING, WHEN Prince Harry mar-
ried Toronto-based actress Meghan 
Markle at Windsor Castle,  two billion 
viewers from around the globe tuned 
in for the big day.  It was estimated 

that the wedding contributed $1 billion to 
the British economy. And now that Harry and 
Meghan are  having a child, the couple are on 
the cover of just about every magazine and 
tabloid in the checkout line.

People are still fascinated with the Queen 
and her kids and grandchildren, and while 
you might not have received an invitation to 
Prince Harry's wedding, there are plenty of 
places where you can get up close and per-
sonal with the British Royal Family and their 
history. Here are four of the best spots:

Buckingham Palace 

Billing itself as the most famous palace in 
the world, Buckingham Palace was purchased 
by Queen Victoria in 1837. It is an enormous 
complex, featuring  more than 775 rooms, in-
cluding 52 official royal bedrooms and guest 
rooms. (The Palace staff  alone occupy 188 
bedrooms, 78 bathrooms and 92 offices.)  It's 
also the home to the Changing of the Guard 
ceremony,  which has a Canadian connection 

Buckingham Palace, above, is the Queen's London home and the most famous royal household worldwide.

Commoners want to have a look at where Harry lives

STORY BY IAN CRUICKSHANK / PHOTOS COURTESY VISIT BRITAIN

The marriage of 
Prince Harry to 
Meghan Markel 
at Windsor 
Castle, above, 
opened the door 
to a whole new 
tourist industry 
in Great Brit-
ain.Now more 
visitors want to 
see inside the 
homes of the 
Royal Family and 
there's plenty of 
palaces to see.
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— the bearskin hats worn by the British Foot Guard, 
which rise 45cms high and weigh about 1kg, are 
made from the fur of Canadian black bears.

Windsor Castle 

Founded by William the Conqueror  and home to 
the British monarchy for the past 1,000 years, Wind-
sor Castle is the oldest and largest occupied castle in 
the world. It's also Queen Elizabeth's favourite place 
to spend her private weekends. The highlight of any 
visit to Windsor is St. George's Chapel, the final rest-
ing place for 10 monarchs, including Henry VIII. It’s 
also the place where Harry and Meghan were mar-
ried. The Castle's state rooms are dotted with paint-
ings by Rembrandt and Rubens.

Hampton Court Palace 

Anyone who watched the Oscar-winning movie, 
The Favourite, will have seen Hampton Court Palace, 
especially the scenes shot in the kitchens. (They date 
back to Henry VIII. He and his retinue of 800 court-
iers were a hungry bunch and the cooks punched out 
1,600 meals a day.) The palace and its 750 acres of 
parkland and gardens are located on the Thames Riv-
er, just east of London's city centre, and is famous for 
its puzzle maze. 

Balmoral Castle

 When the Queen and family need a break from the 
mad rush of London, they make the trek to Balmoral 
Castle in the Scottish Highlands for the months of Au-
gust and September. Owned privately by the Queen, 
the estate stretches to nearly 50,000 acres and is 

home to 150 buildings, including a malt whisky distill-
ery and cottages which can be rented by the public. 
The family are familiar faces in the neighbourhood. 
They often attend church at the small Kirk at Craithie 
— Princess Anne was remarried here in 1992 and John 
Brown, Queen Victoria's favourite servant, is buried 
in the Craithie churchyard. The Royals also make an 
appearance at the Braemar Gathering,  the famous 
Highland Games (Sept. 7 this year).

Other Royal houses to visit

• Westminster Abbey in central London has been the 
setting for every coronation since 1066 and the loca-
tion for 16 royal weddings. The most recent was Will 
and Kate's big day on April 29, 2011. 

• Sandringham House and Estate in Norfolk is owned 
privately by the Queen and is the spot where she and 
family spend each Christmas vacation. Open to the 
public from April to November, Sandringham recently 
made the headlines when Prince Philip was involved 
in a car accident outside of the estate and flipped his 
Land Rover. The 97-year-old Duke subsequently gave 
up his driving license.

• Kensington Palace in London has housed everyone 
from Queen Victoria to Princess Diana and is the spot 
where Queen Anne, the focus of The Favourite, died. 
The Palace recently featured a display of costumes 
worn in the movie.

• Edinburgh Castle, which rises above the city on a 
rocky crag, is home to the  Scottish Crown Jewels. At 
the bottom of the Royal Mile is the Palace of Holyrood, 
the Queen's official residence in Scotland. •

Much of the Acadamy 
Award-winning movie 
The Favourite was filmed 
at Hampton Court Palace, 
the lavish home of King 
Henry VIII. The palace on 
the River Thames is open 
to the public and you can 
get to it from London by 
either train or boat. 
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Drawing back
the curtain on
Hong Kong's AR

T HUB

The Xiqu Centre, 
inset, is the cen-
trepiece of the 
West Kowloon 
Cultural District 
that is taking 
shape next to the 
118-story Interna-
tional Commerce 
Centre, home of 
the Ritz-Carlton 
Hotel, far right.

STORY BY MARC ATCHISON 

PHOTOS BY MARC ATCHISON & COURTESY HONG KONG TOURISM BOARD
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The sprawling atrium in the Xiqu Centre and its Tea House Theatre are creating a stir in Hong Kong.

HONG KONG — The adage “what’s old is 
new again” certainly applies to this mega 
metropolis that is constantly evolving — old 
districts are rejuvenated with new projects 
to keep up with growing demands.

Case in point: West Kowloon.
Once known as the “gateway to Hong Kong” be-

cause it was home to the city’s first international air-
port, famed Kai Tak, West Kowloon is now being 
transformed into an Asian art hub 
thanks to an ambitious initiative 
called the West Kowloon Cultural 
District.

The multi-billion dollar project 
that’s rising along the banks of 
Victoria Harbour will, when com-
pleted, feature a visual culture 
museum, lots of exhibition and 
event space wrapped in state-of-
the-art buildings, a lyric theatre 
complex and an art park. 

In all, 23 hectares of public 
open space and a 2km-long har-
bourfront promenade will be added once the art hub 
is completed.

And it’s all taking place on treasured land. Kai Tak 
airport, you see, was a legend in the aviation industry 
because of the tricky manoeuvres pilots needed to 
perform when landing there. 

Famous photographs of Kai Tak — it was named af-
ter the two men who developed it — show jumbo jets 
almost touching apartment buildings as seasoned pi-
lots completed a hair-raising 47-degree bank so their 
aircraft would line up with the airport’s narrow runway 
seconds before landing.

The centrepiece of the project, which its taking 
shape on 40 hectares of reclaimed land, is the recent-
ly opened Xiqu (Chinese Opera) Centre, a perform-
ing arts venue that promotes the rich heritage of Chi-
na’s musical theatre.

The building’s contemporary design is a work of art 
in its own right. The exterior was inspired by Chinese 
lanterns and blends traditional and contemporary el-
ements to reflect the evolving nature of the art form.

The main entrance of the striking eight-storey struc-
ture is shaped to resemble parted curtains and fea-
tures a Grand Theatre, accommodating 1,073 seats, a 
Tea House Theatre, with a capacity of up to 200 seats,  
eight professional studios and a seminar hall. All have 

been  specially designed for 
different types of xiqu-related 
functions and activities.

Once inside the 28,164-sq-me-
tre facility, visitors are welcomed 
in a large atrium with a raised 
podium. A unique feature of 
the venue is the location of the 
Grand Theatre at the top of the 
building.

The area around the art hub is 
already home to some of Hong 
Kong’s most famous structures 
— the 118-storey Internation-

al Commerce Centre, Hong Kong’s tallest building 
where the fabulous Ritz-Carlton Hotel is a tenant, 
dominates the West Kowloon shoreline. 

Another neighbour to the glittering Xiqu Centre is 
the recently opened West Kowloon Station, which of-
fers a high-speed rail link between Hong Kong and 
China's mega cities Guangzhou and Shenzhen. 

The Xiqu Centre is designed to bring Chinese opera 
back to life because what’s old is new again in Hong 
Kong. •
• Xiqu Centre is located at the junction of Canton Rd. and Austin Rd. 
and directly accessible from West Kowloon Station and the Austin 
MTR (subway) station.

• For information, go to http://www.discoverhongkong.com/ca/

• Air Canada and Cathay Pacific airlines offer direct daily flights to 
Hong Kong from Toronto and Vancouver.

Xiqu's Grand Theatre can hold 1,073 people.
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